Mt. Kisco Solar Farm Applicant: Project Would Have No Adverse Impact

By Martin Wilbur

Improvements to the plans of a proposed Mount Kisco solar farm would cause minimal neighborhood and environmental impacts, representatives for the applicant told the village’s Planning Board last week.

Sunrise Community Solar, which hopes to install a 2.5 million-kilowatt ground-mounted solar array on a 5.7-acre portion of the 25-acre parcel at 180 Bedford Rd., is looking for the board to issue a negative declaration, which would avoid an extensive and lengthier review.

William Null, the attorney representing Sunrise Community Solar, said that an Environmental Impact Statement is not being prepared as part of the review. He said the project engineer has submitted revised plans that addresses tree clearing, noise and visual impacts, among other factors, and there is a revised Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan. A financial analysis has also been submitted to the village to explain the size and operation of the solar facility as well as a carbon analysis and a report to Con Edison.

Although the project will be evaluated for cumulative impacts with Homeland Towers’ proposed cell tower, which would currently be placed to the northeast of the solar array on the same property, the board can choose to make separate determinations, Null said.

“We don’t believe that a positive declaration should be adopted at this point or on this record at all,” he said.

Rich Williams, of Insite Engineering, said the topography of the land, proposed landscaping and fencing and clearing fewer trees than what had been previously discussed would help to shield the array from most vantage points.

After Last Year’s Closure, P’ville Pool, Camp to Open This Summer

By Abby Luby

The Village of Pleasantville will open its day camp and pool this summer after closing last year because of potential health risks associated with the pandemic.

Pleasantville Superintendent of Recreation and Parks Matt Trainor said last week that Westchester County Department of Health guidelines for COVID-19 will be in effect. "Ultimately it is up to each municipality to figure out how the camp will be run," Trainor said. "How the camp is set up will need DOH approval."

The pool and the camp were closed for the entire summer last year, with Pleasantville being one of a small number of Westchester communities to close its operations. Details on how to manage the camp and pool this year are still being developed as are the fees and schedules for the camp.

Snow Friend

Multiple snowfalls this month may not have been welcome for those who dislike shoveling or the cold weather, but it is a great for making snowmen. Lucy Moran, a kindergartner at Bedford Hills Elementary School and a Mount Kisco resident, poses for a photo with her snowy friend.

Armonk Developer Resists Project Deadline to Reduce Affordable Units

By Martin Wilbur

The Armonk developer who has been seeking a lower percentage of affordable units for a revamped condominium project has balked at a town-imposed deadline to complete construction that would enable him to receive the reduction.

During the start of a public hearing last Wednesday on the zoning text change that would reduce affordable units from 20 to 10 percent for the project at 162 Bedford Rd., developer Michael Fareri said rapid changes in the real estate and construction industries caused by the pandemic and a potential six-month approval process for the revised plans will make any timeline unpredictable.

Last September, Fareri and the town appeared to be in agreement that the revised 22-unit project for the former lumberyard site would require just two affordable units, in line with the town’s ordinance, if he finished the project by June 30, 2022. If he failed to have at least 75 percent of the construction completed, the affordable unit requirement would revert to 20 percent.

But Fareri estimated last week that every affordable unit would cost him at least an additional $600,000, since the market-rate units would go for $800,000 to $900,000 each while the affordable units would sell for a little more than $200,000. With pandemic-fueled uncertainties, he said he didn’t want to take that chance.

“Understand, I’m not a gambler and I’m not willing to take the risk you’re putting before me,” Fareri said.

More than five years ago, the town approved his 36-unit proposal for the site, which required 20 percent or six affordable units.
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Williams said that Sunrise Community Solar is using an area that is not only at a lower elevation but is relatively open as a result of previous development at the site, in all, 619 trees would be removed while 219 trees would be replanted.

There would be 17 acres that would be undisturbed, he said.

“We took advantage of the existing development that historically occurred on the property in the center area,” Williams said.

No lighting is proposed for the site, there is no noise impact and drawings depict the top of the steep slope from Sarles Street to help block the view of the array. A seven-foot-high fence along Sarles Street is 12.8 feet back from the steep slope, according to Williams. The nearest solar panel is 25 feet from the slope.

he said. Despite the net loss of 400 trees, which amounts to approximately 440,000 pounds of carbon on an annual basis, the solar farm would save 12 times that number in greenhouse gas emissions, Williams said.

“I do believe we have gone the distance in showing that we don’t have a significant adverse impact,” he said.

Board member Ralph Vigiotti said he wanted to know why the applicant can’t meet the 200-foot buffer requirement that is established in the village code. He said that the financial report provides no evidence of a hardship if the panels were removed from the buffer.

Vigiotti said he would like to support the project but doesn’t understand why there needs to be encroachment.

“I don’t see why this project can’t meet the 200-foot buffer, particularly on the south side facing Sarles Street,” Vigiotti said.

Williams said that if it encroaches into the buffer on the Sarles Street side it won’t be seen from that spot. He added that the panels are eight feet off the ground and will be largely hidden even if extending into the buffer.

“If they were single-family homes, and they’d obviously be much taller than the eight feet or so than the solar panels would be,” Null said.

The public hearing featured a handful of speakers who were skeptical about aspects of the plan. Neighboring homeowner Rex Pietrobono said the buffers don’t exist for an applicant to use but serve as protection for

runoff and disturbance for the neighborhood.

“Scale the project so you can fit into the property,” Pietrobono said.

Simon Skolnik, chair of the Bedford Conservation Board, said if there is runoff from the site that is created by the project it would be the neighboring municipality that would suffer the most. He requested that Bedford’s town engineer be allowed to evaluate its impact on their side of the town line.

“We just feel that if there are going to be any problems with runoff, it will be affecting Bedford,” Skolnik said. “It’s going to run off unto Sarles Street and cause Bedford the problem.”

The hearing was adjourned until another upcoming meeting.
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all Pleasantville District facilities will be unavailable this year because the district will be working on buildings and grounds projects that can only be done during the summer.

“We are looking at an all-outdoor camp scenario as much as possible,” Trainor said. “We would try to run camp out of three sites, which would be Parkway Field divided in two locations and the Nannahagan (Park) pool site.”

We indicated there is an ongoing search for potential building spaces. Trainor suggested the village could rent tents, at a cost of $5,000 to 6,000 per tent, and have one at each location. Occupying a tent with at least three sides would limit capacity to 50 percent, according to county Department of Health guidelines.

The village has three camps based on age groups: Cub Camp for children entering grades K-2, Junior Cubs camp for second- to fourth-graders and Senior Camp for children in grades 4-6.

There would be no more than 15 campers in a group. Masks must be worn and social distancing observed. Typically, there are two staff members per group, but the Department of Health stipulates staff members must remain with their groups for the entire camp session.

“It could get tricky if you have a staff member calling in sick and you are short in one group,” Trainor said.

In the past, there was no transportation for campers because of cost. Buses would have to carry fewer passengers at a time and make multiple trips to pick up and drop off children.

Current plans call for camper drop-off points that would rotate among the three locations each day, allowing all children the opportunity to swim. In the past, children would take at least one field trip a week, but transportation restrictions have precluded trips this summer.

Demand will determine the scope and the price range. Trainor and the Village Board are expected to send a survey to the community this week.

Trustee David Vinjamuri said the village’s summer camp is critical for children and their parents. Without camp, some parents may have to resort to affordable day care options for their children this summer, he said.

“Our option this summer is going to support the middle class of Pleasantville,” Vinjamuri said. “It may be the only way those parents get the ability to work uninterrupted. We should do a very careful job to make sure we know who we are serving, what makes it more useful for them and to meet demand.”

Pool Opening

The village is planning to operate the pool the next two summers while researching the possibility of designing and building a new pool.

A new design will be based on a recent survey conducted by the 13-member Pleasantville Pool Task Force formed last fall. The survey was posted on the village website from mid-December to early January, generating 936 responses. Troy Tassier, who led the task force, said responses represented households containing about 3,500 residents, including families, individuals and senior citizens.

Many respondents are longtime pool members, most for more than a decade.

“People don’t just join in, pop in and out. These are people who are long-standing in the community and for the long haul,” Tassier said. “This is a community pool, a community resource.”

The question about a kiddie pool was key and had been addressed in previous meetings on the facility’s future. The task force survey found that 91 percent of respondents favored a separate kiddie pool and 84 percent wanted it surrounded by a fence.

Some respondents commented on the “calm vibe” of the village pool, but others mentioned their children were bored. Tassier said a balance could be struck by providing sprinklers for younger children. Generally, patrons like the pool’s three sections and additional seating with more pool umbrellas. Having a snack bar was deemed very important.

The village will work with pool consultants using the survey results to develop a plan.

“We are planning to undertake a significant project in two or more years,” Village Administrator Eric Morrissey said. “Right now, (it’s) a good place to at least move the concept forward.”

The village is expected to modify pool operations under Department of Health guidelines to keep visitors and staff safe. Information on membership, schedules and registration will be available in the coming months.
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units, but the developer never built the project because he contended it was financially unfeasible.

Officials have said the higher affordable requirement was because of the extra density.

Farieri estimated that completing the zoning text change, obtaining site plan and subdivision approval and getting a building permit would delay groundbreaking until at least late summer. He also needs to have Westchester County approve an amended agreement, which is needed because it involves affordable units.

Town officials last Wednesday agreed to adjust the deadline to Dec. 31, 2022, as a way to entice Farieri to build the project. But later in the week, Farieri contended he was being treated unfairly because no other builder in town has been subjected to a completion deadline or the threat of having to construct 20 percent affordable units. He also complained he hasn’t been allowed to relocate the affordable units like several other projects.

Despite spending 47 years as a developer, Farieri said he has never built in a pandemic with so many unknowns and didn’t want to agree to a completion date without having a start date.

“The time of construction is unknown because just as you need a start date, Schiliro said. “This isn’t going to work. This is a very simple concept here to try and move forward on this and I’m just puzzled. I keep scratching my head here because I don’t know why you’re doing this.”

Councilwoman Barbara DiGiacinto said she would be willing to extend the completion deadline to Dec. 31, 2022, and if there are any weather-related delays or another pandemic-related shutdown, the board would be willing to consider further extensions.

Councilman Jose Berra, who has opposed Farieri on the various changes he has proposed at the site, called last week’s episode “more of the same” and saw it as a bad sign based on the applicant’s prior history.

“I just foresee real issues, real headaches, no sense of confidence on my part that it will get built,” Berra said. “Maybe all that happens is that this adds value to the project, if it gets built by someone, who knows if it gets built then. I’m goshmacked to believing all these things.”

Farieri is scheduled to appear at the Planning Board’s Feb. 22 meeting. Last week he said he is considering a reduction from 22 to 20 units and exclude all one-bedroom units because prospective purchasers want more space since many have been working from home during the pandemic.
Westchester Reaches Grim Milestone of 2,000 COVID-19 Deaths

By Anna Young

As active coronavirus cases continue to drop in Westchester County, the area experienced a grim milestone last week: 2,000 total virus deaths since the start of the pandemic.

The county reported six more deaths on Sunday, bringing the COVID-19-related death toll to 2,021. In the last week there have been 50 virus deaths, with 346 fatalities since Jan. 1.

County Executive George Latimer said during a briefing last Thursday that the loss of any loved one is incalculable.

"Had COVID not been on the scene, that loved one would still be alive," Latimer said. "2,002 other groups of families have gone through that same experience and they know that however ill their loved one might have been, that COVID contributed to their death. And in some cases, the stories are tragic with people under the age of 40 dying with their whole life ahead of them."

Coronavirus cases increased by 496 on Sunday, bringing the total number of positive cases to 101,511 since the start of the pandemic. There are now 7,297 active cases, a decrease of 1,386 over last week.

Active cases haven’t been below 8,000 since Dec. 8.

"We had peaked up through the holiday season that pushed those numbers up very high," Latimer said. "We almost hit the 12,000 active cases marker and fell just short of that and now we’re on the downslide and we’re happy each passing day if we have less infection than we had two weeks ago."

The county’s daily positivity rate is 4.24 percent, with 11,694 tests administered Friday. Overall, more than 1.92 million COVID-19 tests have been dispensed in Westchester since March.

As of Feb. 9, there were 489 virus patients in Westchester hospitals, a nearly 15 percent decrease over the last few weeks. Hospitalizations were approaching 600 earlier this month.

"The numbers are going down," Latimer said. "We are encouraged that the infection rate is not as high as it was."

As of Friday, Westchester County has directly administered 37,670 vaccines to eligible residents since the County Center became a distribution site on Jan. 13. The county Department of Health and Westchester Community College sites have inoculated about 7,000 individuals.

Putnam County’s total caseload reached 7,878, with 34 additional positive cases recorded on Sunday. The county’s daily positivity rate is 3.93 percent, with 865 tests administered on Friday.

Putnam currently has 540 active cases, a decrease of 125 over last week.

There have been 84 coronavirus-related deaths since the start of the pandemic, state data shows. Two people died from the virus last week, with 17 fatalities recorded in 2021.

Statewide there were 8,316 new positive cases on Sunday, with the daily positivity rate measuring 3.54 percent. New York’s positivity rate on the seven-day rolling average was 3.83 percent, the lowest since Nov. 29, Gov. Andrew Cuomo said, which marks 37 consecutive days of infectious declines.

"Thanks to New Yorkers’ actions — like wearing masks, maintaining distance and making smart decisions — hospitalizations and the positivity rate continue to head down, and the holiday surge is in our rear-view mirror," Cuomo said. "The vaccine is the weapon that will win the war against COVID, and we have the infrastructure in place to administer hundreds of thousands of more shots as soon as supply is available."

CORONAVIRUS UPDATE

There were 107 additional COVID-19-related fatalities, bringing the statewide death toll to 37,118.

Statewide hospitalizations stood at 6,593, a decrease of 295 over the previous day, and down 29 percent from the post-holiday peak. Across New York there have been 1,529,769 positive coronavirus cases since the start of the pandemic.

Restaurant Curfew

Closing times for New York restaurants and bars will extend one hour as the state continues to see a decline in coronavirus hospitalizations and infection rates.

As of Sunday, restaurants and bars throughout the state can close at 11 p.m. instead of 10 p.m. Cuomo said the decision is based on recent science and data, explaining that it’s important to adjust with the virus.

"The infection rate and hospitalizations have continued to significantly decline," Cuomo said last Friday. "We will continue to follow the science and react accordingly. If we keep the infections down and vaccinations up, we will continue to stay ahead in the footrace against this invisible enemy."
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New Castle Police Reform Recommendations Go to the Public

By Martin Wilbur

Increasing trust between the police and the public, promoting greater transparency and a more effective response to mental health emergencies are key areas of focus in the series of seven proposed New Castle police reform recommendations.

Town residents had their first opportunity last Thursday to comment on the suggestions from the Police Reform and Reinvention Collaborative Committee. The diverse set of community stakeholders, which first convened in November, formulated the list during their eight forums.

Last June, Gov. Andrew Cuomo’s mandated that all municipalities in the state with police departments submit a report to the state by Apr. 1 outlining improvements with police departments submit a report to the state by Apr. 1 outlining improvements with police departments submit a report to the state by Apr. 1 outlining improvements with police departments submit a report to the state by Apr. 1 outlining improvements with police departments submit a report to the state by Apr. 1 outlining improvements with police departments submit a report to the state by Apr. 1 outlining improvements with police departments submit a report to the state by Apr. 1 outlining improvements with police departments submit a report to the state by Apr. 1 outlining improvements with police departments submit a report to the state by Apr. 1 outlining improvements with police departments submit a report to the state by Apr. 1 outlining improvements with police departments submit a report to the state by Apr. 1 outlining improvements with police departments submit a report to the state by Apr. 1 outlining improvements with police departments submit a report to the state by Apr. 1 outlining improvements with police departments submit a report to the state by Apr. 1 outlining improvements with police departments submit a report to the state by Apr. 1 outlining improvements with police departments submit a report to the state by Apr. 1 outlining improvements.

Committee Chair Jeremy Saland said the group looked at local policing issues, and in some cases will also be advocating for the county or state to make changes.

“This has certainly been a collaboration to say the least, people with diverse backgrounds in terms of their ethnicity, diverse backgrounds in terms of their careers and experiences, so this has been pretty exciting for the Town of New Castle,” Saland said.

Two of the recommendations directly aim to enhance trust between the police and citizens through the creation of an office of the chief’s advisory board. The community advocate would be an independent office, which would eliminate anonymous public complaints, which are problematic for the complainant and the officer because of limited ability for follow-up.

A chief’s advisory board would be comprised of four to seven members from a wide cross-section of the community to address policing issues. Saland said the advisory board, which would meet semiannually, is to help police make sure best practices are being followed and to help create a stronger bond with the community.

Some of last week’s discussion centered on what might be the best method to deal with calls for help with mental health situations. The goals are to maintain the health and wellness of the person in need of help and to approach the situation as being as helpful as possible.

It is an issue the committee identified as critical for the town.

“That sounds pretty basic but what we have seen, not necessarily here but across the U.S., there are times when people are in a mental health crisis or have mental health issues are known to a police officer or mental health responder, thing have very quickly spiraled out of control,” Saland said.

At last Thursday’s forum, resident Jay Chase Tyler said he didn’t thing the police department has access to the county mental health emergency, “A good guy with a gun, for the lack of a better term, is not a good way to address a mental health emergency,” Tyler said.

Police Chief James Carroll said the town’s police department has access to the county service of bringing someone specially trained around the clock seven days a week, although there could be a lag in response time.

Other recommendations include use of community surveys to help identify areas that can be improved or changed, particularly if information can be derived to help marginalized communities, and to clearly define the role of the Town Board in its capacity as police commissioners, including holding a semiannual meeting to review the department’s performance.

Another recommendation is collecting demographic information on traffic stops that do not result in a ticket. The information would include race, gender, age and ethnicity.

While the committee reached consensus that the data would be valuable to have, there had been extended discussion during recent committee meetings to clearly define the purpose and the parameters of its collection.

Saland said its purpose would be to identify if there are any trends occurring and to help the department and the town understand the officers’ perception of who they were stopping at the time it was happening.

The chief’s advisory board would determine the method of data collection.

The final recommendation is to post key police department policies on the town’s website.

This Thursday evening the committee will discuss the initial feedback it has received on the recommendations before reconvening another public input session on Thursday, Feb. 25 at 6 p.m. The Town Board is tentatively scheduled to adopt the final report on Mar. 2.
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County Police Reform Task Force Releases Recommendations to BOL

By Martin Wilbur

Westchester County’s police reform task force issued its report to the Board of Legislators last Tuesday that makes 51 wide-ranging recommendations intended to improve policing by county officers and their relationship to the public.

Key recommendations from the Police Reform and Reimagining Task Force include joint de-escalation training with the Department of Corrections, increasing training for procedural justice, cultural diversity and bias-related crimes and incidents and expanding the use of specialized personnel when responding to calls involving a mentally-ill person.

Additionally, the 38-member task force, comprised of a wide variety of stakeholders, called for county legislators to create an Office of Police Accountability to investigate allegations of officer misconduct and an open disciplinary process and introduce a shared body camera database with local departments to lower the cost of data storage to encourage wider use of officer body cameras and dashcams.

Other recommendations include a request to implement Project ABLE (Active Bystandership for Law Enforcement) and a proposal that all police departments in the county receive accreditation by the state, said task force Co-chairman Mayo Bartlett. The report also proposes to push the state for legislation to make accreditation mandatory.

Only about half of the county’s law enforcement agencies are accredited and that number drops to about 25 percent statewide, he said.

Bartlett said the nearly eight months it took for the group to complete its report highlighted that the county Department of Public Safety had many strong qualities, but it wanted to ensure that best practices are followed and address any improvements that should be made.

“We have endeavored to make sure that we are going to leave the Westchester County police department on a better footing than it is right now, and so 20 or 30 years from now when young people ask what happened in Westchester County with respect to policing, they will look and see that not only did we look at reforms that were required but we truly enhanced the concept of reimagining what police should be,” Bartlett said.

Although there has been cultural competency and implicit bias training previously and the department uses body cameras and dashcams, the task force wanted to ensure trust with the community, said Co-chairman Leroy Frazer.

“There’s an underlying theme of training, transparency and accountability and we sought to make the proper suggestions, that we can reach our goals and we can make sure that the police throughout Westchester are able to step up and have the relationship with the community, that there is a relationship of trust and there’s a relationship of understanding,” Frazer said.

County Executive George Latimer pointed to how the county had already created a task force to look at its policing procedures, “In the end we will adopt a plan that will make Westchester a better place and that’s really our most important job as legislators, to leave our county a better place when we leave than when we first took office,” Boykin said.


Westchester County Executive George Latimer spoke during a press conference last week where the Police Reform and Reimagining Task Force released its report containing more than 50 recommendations in hopes of improving policing.

To improve policing by county officers and bring a suite of resources to the public, the task force member Blanca Lopez.

“I believe our department, as an accredited agency, can serve as an example for other departments in our training, our professionalism and our policies and our procedures,” Gleason said.

The report will now be reviewed by the Board of Legislators, which will hold public hearings on the document. Lawmakers will make any needed revisions before the county sends the completed report to the state by Apr. 1, said Board Chairman Ben Boykin (D-White Plains).

“Because we want to do better and we want to take the basis of what’s good of what we do, and the things that may not be good and improve and show a path to the future, and to do that, to have a multiplicity of experiences around the table was important to us,” Latimer said.

Other recommendations of note are to have the Department of Public Safety’s website in multiple languages; develop a clearer description of the role that county officers play in Mount Kisco and Cortlandt, communities that receive police service from the county; and for the department to establish a stronger media presence, said task force member Blanca Lopez.

Public Safety Commissioner Thomas Gleason said the department welcomes recommendations that could result in positive changes.
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The report will now be reviewed by the Board of Legislators, which will hold public hearings on the document. Lawmakers will make any needed revisions before the county sends the completed report to the state by Apr. 1, said Board Chairman Ben Boykin (D-White Plains).

“In the end we will adopt a plan that will make Westchester a better place and that’s really our most important job as legislators, to leave our county a better place when we leave than when we first took office,” Boykin said.

The Ashikari Breast Center has joined Northwell Health and moved to two new state-of-the-art locations.

Andrew Ashikari, MD, FACS and Pond Kelemen, MD, FACS of the Ashikari Breast Center, recognized as leading experts in compassionate breast surgery, have joined Northwell Health Cancer Institute in Westchester. They are now part of our multidisciplinary team of breast specialists who work together to develop an individualized treatment plan to achieve the best possible outcome.

Dr. Ashikari and Dr. Kelemen are now part of Northwell Health and have moved to these new locations:

Northwell Health Physician Partners Breast Care Center at Northern Westchester Hospital
400 East Main Street
Mount Kisco, NY 10549
(914) 362-6270

Northwell Health Physician Partners Breast Surgery at Phelps
777 North Broadway, Suite 301
Sleepy Hollow, NY 10591
(914) 693-5025

Over 480 convenient locations. Most insurance accepted. Learn more at Northwell.edu/PhysicianPartners.
Support for Vulnerable Populations at Heart of State Budget Forum

By Martin Wilbur

Appeals to Westchester’s state Senate contingent to help the county’s most vulnerable residents and the organizations that serve them was the focus of last Thursday’s live-streamed budget forum.

The state legislature has begun deliberations on Gov. Andrew Cuomo’s $192 billion executive budget for Fiscal Year 2022. New York is facing a budget deficit of about $15 billion as state officials hope that relief from Washington will arrive this year.

Close to 40 speakers over two hours highlighted the direst concerns facing many residents and pleaded for help as tens of thousands of low- and middle-income families have been ravaged during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Tom Gabriel, president and CEO of United Way of Westchester and Putnam, said Cuomo’s failure to include the 211 call center in his proposed budget will have severe consequences. The center connects residents in 24 New York counties to the programs and services they need.

In 2020, referrals ballooned in the region because of the pandemic to 4.9 million, up from 1.8 million in 2019, Gabriel said. He requested about $2.8 million for the call center.

“Without help, 211 will not be able to help your constituents for much longer,” Gabriel told the six senators. “We want to continue to be the safety net for New Yorkers but we need our partners in government, like you, who always have sustained support and made good on our priorities.”

State Senate Majority Leader Andrea Stewart-Cousins hosted a state budget forum last week on the Fiscal Year 2022 budget. The second forum is Tuesday evening from 5 to 8 p.m.

Irvington resident Kamran Saliani said with more than 40 percent of New York residents facing food insecurity and Cuomo having cut Medicaid by $2.2 billion in 2017 and underfunded schools in 2019 by $3.9 billion, it is time to ask society’s wealthy to contribute more.

She said components of the Invest in Our New York Act, a package of six bills that includes taxing capital gains at the same rate as earned income, instituting a billionaire’s tax and adopting a more progressive income tax on those earning more than $300,000, is estimated to raise as much as $50 billion.

Theo Oshiro, deputy director and managing executive director of Make the Road NY, which assists the immigrant population, also called on the legislature to enact funding for excluded workers and COVID-19 housing relief along with the Invest in Our New York Act.

“Hundreds of thousands of New Yorkers that are ineligible for unemployment benefits, largely due to immigration status or incarceration, have now gone 10 months without any support,” Oshiro said. “They can’t wait any longer. The fund for excluded workers bill would deliver long overdue relief.”

Ossining resident Lutonya Russell-Humes, the executive director of the Boys & Girls Club of New Rochelle, said more funds are needed to go toward basic needs of food, shelter, educational and essential support services.

She called on the legislators to restore $5 million for Advantage Afterschool, which provides social and emotional support to youngsters whose families have faced unemployment, underemployment and eviction because of COVID-19, pass the Childhood Poverty Reduction Act and ensure that every child has access to high-speed internet access for remote learning.

“I understand the constraints of the state’s budget; however, I ask that we don’t balance the budget on the backs of our most vulnerable,” Russell-Humes said.

Other speakers addressed more equitable tax policies to fund underfunded schools in 2019 by $3.9 billion, it is time to ask society’s wealthy to contribute more.

State Sen. Peter Harckham (D-Lewisboro), one of the senators who attended the forum, said more funds are needed to ensure children have access to high-speed internet access for remote learning.

“I understand the constraints of the state’s budget; however, I ask that we don’t balance the budget on the backs of our most vulnerable,” Russell-Humes said.

Other speakers addressed more equitable tax policies to fund underfunded schools in 2019 by $3.9 billion, it is time to ask society’s wealthy to contribute more.

State Sen. Peter Harckham (D-Lewisboro), one of the senators who attended the forum, said more funds are needed to ensure children have access to high-speed internet access for remote learning.

“I understand the constraints of the state’s budget; however, I ask that we don’t balance the budget on the backs of our most vulnerable,” Russell-Humes said.

Other speakers addressed more equitable tax policies to fund underfunded schools in 2019 by $3.9 billion, it is time to ask society’s wealthy to contribute more.

State Sen. Peter Harckham (D-Lewisboro), one of the senators who attended the forum, said more funds are needed to ensure children have access to high-speed internet access for remote learning.

“I understand the constraints of the state’s budget; however, I ask that we don’t balance the budget on the backs of our most vulnerable,” Russell-Humes said.
P’ville Parents Concerned District Lagging for In-Person Instruction

By Lindsay Emery

Parents vented their frustrations to the Pleasantville Board of Education last week, dissatisfaction that the district’s reopening of schools for in-person learning hasn’t progressed as well as several neighboring districts.

Guidance documents from the state Department of Health have been confusing, and in some cases, contradictory, said Superintendent of Schools Mary Fox-Alter. The state Education Department (SED) has been collecting data from schools since September and hasn’t updated its protocols since July so that the district can revise its reopening plan.

Fox-Alter said the state recently deferred sports and recreation to the counties, but has not done the same for the academic program.

“Th[at] still stays up with New York State Department of Health and their guidance document is as clear as mud,” Fox-Alter said.

In addition to a teachers’ survey addressing whether they have received vaccines or have appointments to be inoculated, another survey will be sent out shortly gauging how many parents would feel comfortable sending their children back to school for expanded in-person learning.

“Kindergarteners have half-day in-person classes either in the morning or afternoon five days a week. For grades 1-4, students are all remote on Mondays and alternate between full-day in-school instruction and a full-day of remote for the remainder of the week depending on their cohort. The middle school and high school follow a similar model.

Special education students and ESL learners come to school four days a week, Fox-Alter said.

During public comments at the Feb. 9 board meeting, many parents expressed disappointment with the district and its failure to reopen compared to some other districts.

Resident Patrick Donovan raised concerns about the lack of full-time return options for early learners and the absence of a substantive plan for reopening.

“I understand and support the desire to get teachers vaccinated but we need to put what we need first,” Donovan said. “And the fact is that what is needed, according to the superintendent, was not included in the call to action and that is troubling.”

Donovan pointed out 19 districts that have either potentially canvassed or returned kindergarteners and other grades to in-person learning, including Chappaqua, Ossining and Mount Pleasant.

Chappaqua has had full-time in-person classes for grades K-8 since the start of the school year except for those families that opt for remote learning while the high school has followed a hybrid model. In Ossining, the district has been able to hold its pre-k and kindergarten classes in person five days a week since before the holidays, according to the superintendent’s office. Both of those grades are contained in their own building with sufficient space.

Parent Carly Souders said the American Pediatric Association states that three feet of social distancing is sufficient if there is satisfactory personal protection equipment, including mask wearing and adequate physical barriers.

“The science has been out there for a long time that transmission is not occurring nearly as much as adults and older kids and it doesn’t feel like we have a very explicit list of what needs to happen in order for us to be able to go back to school full-time,” Souders said.

Fox-Alter said the district is waiting to hear from public health officials about whether the three-foot rule for children is applicable to the school reopening plan. If that were the case, then the district would have more space to accommodate social distancing in the classroom.

For younger children, the district has ordered individual desks instead of tables that seat multiple students so that they can be more distanced, she said.

Resident Michael Busch asked the board about students’ social and emotional welfare when they eventually return for full-time in-person instruction. Bedford Road School Principal Peggy Galotti said she has been working with the school psychologists to learn what resources can be introduced as soon as possible to address the needs of students before they return.

Pleasantville High School Principal Joe Palumbo said he has partnered with cognitive behavioral consultants and provided teachers with ongoing professional development around trauma-informed instruction.

Fox-Alter emphasized last week that the board wants to have as much staff and materials available for proper learning.

“We’re taking this in a very intentional way, keeping everybody’s health and safety first and foremost,” Fox-Alter said. “We share the disappointment in what’s going on, but the future does look bright and we’re looking forward to it.”
State Senate Democrats Move to Repeal Cuomo’s Emergency Powers

By Martin Wilbur

Fourteen Democrats in the state Senate announced last Friday that they support a repeal of Gov. Andrew Cuomo’s expanded emergency powers from the start of the COVID-19 pandemic.

The legislators, which include two with portions of their district in Westchester, Sen. Alessandra Biaggi (D-Pelham) and Elijah Reichlin-Melnik (D-Nyack), said the powers were enacted by the legislature during the early stages of the crisis and are no longer needed.

“Without exception, the New York State Constitution calls for the Legislature to govern as a co-equal branch of government,” the statement read. “While COVID-19 has tested the limits of our people and state – and, early during the pandemic, required the government to restructure decision making to render rapid, necessary public health judgments – it is clear that the expanded emergency powers granted to the Governor are no longer appropriate.”

The governor’s authority to issue directives is due to expire on Apr. 30, but the group of 14 Democrats would consider doing it sooner and “as expeditiously as possible.”

Sen. Sue Serino (R-Hyde Park) is part of a large roster of Republicans who support a special session to remove Cuomo’s emergency powers. In a statement, Serino said the Cuomo administration’s “callous disregard” for vulnerable residents and their families is a “horrid new low.”

She renewed calls for a full and independent investigation into the state’s handling of the crisis in the nursing homes. “Hiding data on the deaths of more than 15,000 New Yorkers and denying their loved ones the answers they deserve for political reasons has to be Albany’s rock bottom,” said Serino, ranking member of the Senate’s Aging Committee. “This revelation has only strengthened our resolve to continue our fight for justice and accountability for these residents and their loved ones.”

Senate Republicans have unsuccessfully tried to advance 14 previous amendments to repeal the governor’s emergency powers without receiving a single Democratic vote.

Cuomo’s assistant, Melissa DeRosa, reportedly admitted to Democratic legislators last Friday that the nursing home deaths were concealed because a hostile Trump administration would have used the Department of Justice to investigate the state’s handling of the crisis.

State Sen. Sue Serino (R-Hyde Park) is part of a large roster of Republicans who support a special session to remove Cuomo’s emergency powers. In a statement, Serino said the Cuomo administration’s “callous disregard” for vulnerable residents and their families is a “horrid new low.”

She renewed calls for a full and independent investigation into the state’s handling of the crisis in the nursing homes. “Hiding data on the deaths of more than 15,000 New Yorkers and denying their loved ones the answers they deserve for political reasons has to be Albany’s rock bottom,” said Serino, ranking member of the Senate’s Aging Committee. “This revelation has only strengthened our resolve to continue our fight for justice and accountability for these residents and their loved ones.”

Senate Republicans have unsuccessfully tried to advance 14 previous amendments to repeal the governor’s emergency powers without receiving a single Democratic vote.

Gov. Andrew Cuomo received pushback from some Senate Democrats for the first time last week following new revelations about his administration concealing the number of nursing home deaths.

Senate Republicans throughout the state have been calling on their Democratic colleagues for months to end Cuomo’s expanded executive powers. In light of the recent revelation in state Attorney General Letitia James’ Jan. 28 report that the administration concealed the number of nursing home deaths, have grown louder.
Obituaries

Joseph Drago

The family of Joseph Edwin Drago announced his passing on Feb. 10 at the age of 72. Eddie, as he was known to family and friends, lived in Pleasantville for the past 25 years.

He was the first-born son of Salvatore and Betty Jean (née Peterson) on Aug. 18, 1948, in Jersey City, N.J. Five years later the family moved to the Silver Beach area of Throggs Neck, the Bronx, where he was raised with his younger brother Salvatore.

As a child, he played the accordion, tutored by Vinny Roberts’ studio and was a member of the St. Frances de Chantal CYO Sea Cadet Corps.

Summer holidays were spent in Waynesville, Ohio at grandma Alma Petersen’s farm. At the county fair, he proudly took a blue ribbon for his floral arrangement.

After graduation from Mount Saint Michael Academy in the Bronx, he entered the University of Dayton graduating with a bachelor’s degree in 1970.

He taught junior high school but left teaching to follow a business career. He bought and sold jewelry, coins and antiques in the tristate area for more than 30 years. He owned his business at the Crosby Avenue Jewelers in the Bronx. He was a fair and decent businessman who educated himself about his products.

Aside from work, Eddie enjoyed going to the movies and completing The New York Times Sunday crossword puzzle.

Eddie met Ann Marie Hopkins, a registered nurse, at a CYO dance in Whitestone, Queens in September 1964. They were married the following year on Oct. 12, 1965. On Thanksgiving weekend in 1994 they moved to Pleasantville to start their family.

Three-year-old Patrick was adopted from Vosl, Saratov, Russia in 1997; 12-year-old John Evgeny and 11-year-old Marie Katerina were adopted in 1999. After the death of John Evgeny and 11-year-old Marie Katerina Volsk, Saratov, Russia in 1997; 12-year-old Joseph Drago was a member of the choir at Grace Lutheran Church in Yorktown, the Mahopac Seniors and the Red Hat Society.

She is survived by her children, Joseph Bucello, of New Rochelle, Jeffrey Krosche (Anna) of Harstdale, Peter Rustico (Barbara) of Middletown and Lisa Kunst (David) of Hopewell Junction; 17 grandchildren, 18 great-grandchildren and one great-great-grandchild; and her sister, Elise Urgo, of Glastonbury, Conn. She was predeceased by her husband, Salvatore, and her daughter, Lynn Hill.

Ruth MacDonald

Ruth Snell MacDonald, 84, of Pleasantville passed away on Feb. 3 at Yorktown Rehabilitation & Nursing Center.

MacDonald was born June 11, 1936, in the Bronx to the late Howard Engall and Estella Copperthwaite Snell. She was preceded in death by her husband, Ervin Douglas MacDonald II.

Her credentials included a B.A., English/French from Houghton College; an M.A., Teaching English as a Second Language from Teachers College, Columbia University; and a certificate in botanical art and illustration from New York Botanical Garden.


MacDonald was an accomplished botanical artist with numerous awards.

Yvonne Rustico

Yvonne Rustico, a Mahopac resident and formerly a longtime resident of Yorktown, died Jan. 30. She was 96.

Rustico, who worked as a library secretary at Benjamin Franklin Elementary School in Yorktown, was born in 1924 in North Hartland, Vt. to Charles and Germaine Beaudette, later graduating from Buckley High School in Hartford, Conn. in 1942. She served in the U.S. Navy during World War II, attaining the rank of yeoman as part of the Women Accepted for Volunteer Emergency Service (WAVE).

In 1965, she married Salvatore Rustico in El Paso, Texas. Rustico will be remembered for being a dedicated wife, mother, grandmother, a hard worker and a loyal friend. She loved singing and dancing, spending time with her family, playing poker and traveling the world.

She was very passionate about helping others through her Shaklee business. Locally, she was a member of the choir at Grace Lutheran Church in Yorktown, the Mahopac Seniors and the Red Hat Society.

She is survived by her children, Joseph Krosche, of New Rochelle, Jeffrey Krosche (Anna) of Harstdale, Peter Rustico (Barbara) of Middletown and Lisa Kunst (David) of Hopewell Junction; 17 grandchildren, 18 great-grandchildren and one great-great-grandchild; and her sister, Elise Urgo, of Glastonbury, Conn. She was predeceased by her husband, Salvatore, and her daughter, Lynn Hill.

She discovered her talent as an adult while working among the wildflowers and perennials in what used to be an old colonial road. The flowers were a palette and the intractable roadbed a canvas. She was a very active member of the American Society of Botanical Artists and the Guild of Natural Science Illustrators. One of her quotes was, “...art is a celebration -- whether it is the beauty of the human spirit amid the vicissitudes of everyday living, or whether, as in botanical art and illustration, it is the transient beauty of a flower or even a pernicious weed.”

She also had strong ties with Japan through her work as an executive administrator at Nippon Steel, U.S.A., located in New York City, as well as through her love of Japanese art. She said, “While I cannot claim the gifts of an artist like Hokusai, the celebrated Japanese wood-block artist whose favorite name was ‘old man crazy about painting,’ I would not mind being called ‘old woman crazy about drawing.’”

She will be missed greatly by her friend and son, Hiko Watanabe, and his family, Francy, Taiji and Shunji.

Constantino Procopis

Constantino “Cozy” Procopis, 90, of Mount Kisco, passed away on Jan. 31 surrounded by his family after a brief battle with COVID-19. Cozy was born in Mount Kisco on Aug. 4, 1930, to Athena and Steven Procopis. Cozy joined the Navy at age 17 and was proud to fight in the Korean War. On Apr. 4, 1952, he married Philomena Galassi, who predeceased him in 1968. Cozy married Grace Figlia on Nov. 10, 1985, and she survives him at home.
No. Castle Incumbents Schiliro, Reiter, DiGiacinto Aim for Re-election

By Martin Wilbur

The North Castle Town Board’s three incumbents are all running for re-election this year but it remains to be seen whether they will have any competition.

Supervisor Michael Schiliro and two-term Councilman Barry Reiter were recently endorsed by the town’s Democratic Committee, said its chair, Linda Fernberg.

Meanwhile, the board’s lone Republican, Barbara DiGiacinto, said she intends to run for a third term on the board.

Schiliro, who was elected supervisor in 2013 following six years as a councilman, said key decisions will have to be made concerning several development proposals in town and ensuring North Castle remains on solid financial footing through the pandemic.

Road conditions, particularly pressing New York State to keep up with maintenance of the large stretches of state routes in town, must also be addressed.

“I love the job and I enjoy it, and to me it’s the purest form of government, so to have the ability to make important decisions for the town and affect people’s lives like roads or budgetary (issues), things like that, I don’t think you really get any other opportunities or budgetary (issues), things like that, I don’t think you really get any other opportunities serving the public sector, in public office, then at the town, village or city level,” Schiliro said.

Working with the current board, Schiliro said he has been fortunate that its members are competent and professional who leave politics at the door even when there is disagreement on an issue.

“I ask for an apolitical approach from all the members, and that’s what we get,” he said. “So there’s never any decision based on a party line or politics. It’s what each member thinks is best for the town, and that’s the way it should be.”

Reiter, who is in his eighth year on the board, said he’s committed to preserving the town’s AAA bond rating through uncertain times and improving its ball fields and athletic facilities, two of the key issues he’d like to focus on.

Contributing to decisions on development projects such as the Eagle Ridge proposal near IBM and working closely with the town’s emergency services are also critical, he said.

“I’ve given back, I’m a local businessman, I’m in town so it makes sense for me to be involved,” Reiter said.

DiGiacinto, who also was elected for the first time in 2013, said she feels a responsibility to continue with several critical issues facing the town.

“The town’s budget and also zoning applications that are before the board,” DiGiacinto said of the most pressing concerns. “I think there are too many important issues that I would like to continue to work on.”

Fernberg said the town’s Democratic Committee has not yet finalized its slate, leaving open a possibility that a second council candidate could emerge. She also said the committee is collaborating with the Mount Pleasant Democratic Committee to find a challenger to the District 3 Board of Legislators seat currently held by Margaret Cunzio. Cunzio, a Conservative, is the only non-Democrat on the Board of Legislators.

A message left for North Castle Republican Committee Chair Anita Cozza to learn if there may be additional town Republican candidates was not returned.

The petition period for candidates this year begins on Mar 2, according to the Westchester County Board of Elections website.

Serratore Drops Out of BOL Race; Pleasantville Village Election Set

Mount Kisco Democratic Chairman William Serratore has withdrawn himself from consideration for his party’s nomination for the District 2 seat on the Board of Legislators.

Erika Pierce, who recently stepped down as an aide to the district’s current legislator, Kitley Covill, to run for the seat, said she is appreciative that Serratore has stepped aside, avoiding a primary battle for the seat. She said that she wasn’t aware of another Democrat who might challenge her for the nomination.

“I am appreciative of all that Bill has done in the past, and knowing Bill, expect that he will continue to do great things in the future,” Pierce said. “I look forward to all of us working together for the betterment of our district and the county.”

Serratore did not return a message late last week to explain his decision.

Covill announced last month that she did not intend to seek a third term. Uncontested Pleasantville Election Last week’s petition filing deadline for the Mar. 16 village election passed with another uncontested race in Pleasantville.

Mayor Peter Scherer will run for a fifth term leading the village. He will be joined on the ballot by Trustee David Vinjamuri and newcomer Michael Peppard. Trustee Joseph Stargiotti is not running for re-election. —Martin Wilbur
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Police Blotter

North Castle Police Department

Feb. 5: Caller reported at 1:39 p.m. that she struck a large pothole on Route 22 and now has a flat tire. She stated that she is on the roadway and can’t find a safe place to pull over. The responding officer located the vehicle in the area of the listed location. Armonk Garage removed the vehicle.

Feb. 5: Report of a grand larceny by a Rose Hill Drive resident at 4:15 p.m. The complainant reported being scammed through the cash app. The responding officer reported gathering information and secured a deposition. Report to follow.

Feb. 6: A caller reported at 3:58 p.m. that a vehicle, described as a black Nissan Altima, is parked in her driveway and is playing loud music. The responding officer confirmed observing wires sparking attached to Pole W82480, which appeared to be resting on tree limbs at the listed location, but still intact. Con Edison arrived on the scene and remediated the condition. Con Edison advised they may have to do further repairs this evening, which may result in a temporary power outage in the area.

Feb. 7: A Lafayette Avenue resident reported at 3:58 p.m. that a vehicle, described as a black Nissan Altima, is parked in her driveway and is playing loud music. The responding officer confirmed observing wires sparking attached to Pole W82480, which appeared to be resting on tree limbs at the listed location, but still intact. Con Edison arrived on the scene and remediated the condition. Con Edison advised they may have to do further repairs this evening, which may result in a temporary power outage in the area.

Feb. 8: He is survived by his wife, Michele; two daughters, Amelia and Elena; mother-in-law Marie; sister-in-law Melissa; nephew Jonathan; a brother, Mark, and his family; and many loving cousins.

Patricia Scozzafava

Patrick Scozzafava, a Croton-on-Hudson resident, died Feb. 9 at home. He was 54.

He was born on July 26, 1966, in North Tarrytown to Angelo and Vera (Pulcini) Scozzafava. He loved playing cards and enjoyed spending time at the casinos. He was a people person and enjoyed spending time at local shops and restaurants and was always there to greet you with a big smile and a wave. He will be deeply missed by all who knew him.

He is survived by his beloved aunt and uncles, Rose and Norman Villeneuve, Frank Scozzafava and Patrick Pulcini. He is also survived by many loving cousins and friends.

Besides his parents, he was predeceased by his brother, Anthony, in 2009.
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The Transplant Center team at Westchester Medical Center successfully transplanted a liver in a patient who had recently recovered from COVID-19, demonstrating that appropriate, prospective organ recipients who have recovered from the viral infection can be safely considered for organ transplantation.

The publication detailing the transplant – which was performed in the midst of the initial pandemic surge - was published in the journal “Transplant Infectious Disease” with Dr. Abhay Dhand, director, transplant infectious diseases at Westchester Medical Center, as the report’s lead author.

New York State is where organ transplant volumes fell dramatically during the early stages of the pandemic. This was due, in large part, to what the report described as “diagnostic and treatment uncertainties involving COVID-19 in recipients and donors.”

The subject patient was transplanted 71 days after the initial COVID-19 diagnosis and had an undetectable viral test for 24 days at the time of liver transplantation. Immunosuppression and other post-transplant treatments did not lead to COVID-19 reactivation, the report stated.

“Transplanting organs in recently-recovered COVID-19 patients can be challenging,” Dhand said, “and this was especially true during the earlier days of the pandemic, as we struggled to learn more about the virus and its resulting complications. Uncertainties with diagnosis, the involvement of multiple organs and systems, prolonged viral shedding and immunosuppression were all weighable factors in our care decisions.

“In the end, we concluded that prospective liver recipients can and should be considered for transplantation after recovery from COVID-19, as long as the proper evaluation, donor selection and risk-benefit analysis is performed.”

WMCHHealth physicians that contributed to the report include Dr. Roxana Bodin, Dr. David C. Wolf, Dr. Christopher Nabors, Dr. Rajat Nog, Dr. Thomas Ditlo and Dr. Seigo Nishida. Dr. Aaron Schluger also contributed. Westchester Medical Center’s Transplant Center is the only multivisceral transplant program in eastern New York State from New York City to the Canadian border. It is known to offer adult heart and adult and pediatric liver and kidney transplants, as well as liver and kidney living donor transplant services. In addition to solid-organ transplantation, Westchester Medical Center also offers programs in bone marrow and corneal transplant.

Physicians or families seeking a consultation regarding organ transplantation should call 914-493-1990 (kidney), 914-493-8916 (liver) or 914-493-7632 (heart) to schedule an appointment. For more information about the transplant services at Westchester Medical Center, visit WestchesterMedicalCenter.org/Transplant.

Dr. Abhay Dhand, director, transplant infectious diseases at Westchester Medical Center, wrote a report on how the center’s Transplant Center team successfully completed a liver transplant on a patient who had recovered from COVID-19.
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Tompkins Mahopac Bank to Offer Free Financial Fraud Workshop Feb. 17

In an effort to protect business owners from the perils of fraud in Westchester, Putnam and Dutchess counties, particularly while many remain in a remote or partially remote work environment, Tompkins Mahopac Bank will host a virtual workshop on “Financial Fraud and Data Protection for Your Business” on Wednesday, Feb. 17 from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

While there is no cost to attend the informative talk, on the Tompkins Mahopac Bank website at www.mahopachbank.com by Monday, Feb. 15 in order to access log-in information.
Guest Column

Senator Serino, it’s Time to End Your Silence on Fair-Share Tax Proposals

By Michael Zagarell

It seems these days most Republicans have never seen a tax cut for the super rich they don’t like. As a result, the rest of us are left to pay the taxes the super rich won’t pay. They call it a tax cut, but it’s really a way of shifting the burden of taxes from the super rich to us. No wonder the wealthy are doing so well in the pandemic while so many others are suffering.

To get a tax cut for regular people is finally proposed; the way they do it ends up saving us nothing, in many cases costing us even more. How much does a $100-a-year tax cut save us when the cuts in needed services only lead to higher prices for health care, child care, transportation and everything else?

We pay more because tax cuts also bring reductions in government services. That often forces us to buy the needed services on the private market at even higher costs. Every time we pay money to send our kids to private tutoring because classes are too large, or pay more for medicine because of Medicaid or Medicare cuts we are paying for the way those fake tax cuts were done. We are all feeling it. After decades of Republican talk about cutting taxes, our cost of living has actually increased—and so has our struggle to make ends meet.

People in the Hudson Valley are suffering right now because of COVID-19, and the economic crisis that has followed it. Many people have lost their jobs and aren’t sure where their next paycheck is coming from; others have been unable to make their mortgage payments and are in danger of losing their homes. Still others are in danger of losing their health care because they can no longer afford their insurance payments. We need the government to act.

But in the midst of all these problems what has Republican state Sen. “Silent” Sue Serino proposed to meet the crisis? Just about nothing, except more of the same fake tax cut proposals.

Decades of experience should teach us that a tax cut for regular people can’t save us money unless it is also accompanied by a tax increase for the wealthy. That way we get lower taxes for the people who need it most while still receiving the benefit of needed government services.

This is important to understand right now. Currently, there is a pile of bills being introduced in the state legislature to finally make the super rich pay their fair share of taxes. Without that, we will be hit with new service cuts, rising costs and even higher taxes. We need our elected officials to back these “fair share” tax proposals. But so far, our elected representative in the Senate, Sue Serino, has refused to endorse any of these plans? Where is Serino in this crisis?

One excuse state from state Senate Republicans in their opposition is that they are against big government. They claim tax cuts for the rich will help shrink the government. That if really what Serino believes, she could support higher taxes on the super rich, and propose to use that money to cut OUR property taxes. That wouldn’t expand the government, but it would give money directly to regular people across the state, every month, without destroying our schools and other needed services.

In the 1950s the U.S. was a respected world leader with a large middle class. Many Republicans yearn to return to those days. But the 1950s was also a time when our country strongly taxed the wealthy, and as a result, gave a high standard of living to the middle class.

If Republicans really want to make America great again, they should pass fairness tax laws. It’s time to speak up for us!

Michael Zagarell is a Lakeland resident.

Letters to the Editor

Putnam County is Mistaken for Going Without Body Cams, Plate Readers

I recently spoke with Putnam County Sheriff Robert Langley and was astounded to discover that the sheriff has not been permitted to purchase crime-fighting tools such as license plate readers and body cameras. It was even more disturbing to find that the majority of our county legislators stand in the way.

Given how litigious our society is, it makes no sense that Putnam County wouldn’t want every police officer equipped with a body camera. Body cameras can protect the innocent, be it a police officer or a civilian. They can weed out bad apples and, importantly, save the county thousands of dollars in false claims.

License plate readers can also be an invaluable tool. From catching criminals to rescuing an abducted child to tracking at-risk adults. Yet in Putnam County, one of the wealthiest in the United States, our sheriff is denied the tools needed to keep us all safe.

This is important to understand right now. Currently, there is a pile of bills being introduced in the state legislature to finally make the super rich pay their fair share of taxes. Without that, we will be hit with new service cuts, rising costs and even higher taxes. We need our elected officials to back these “fair share” tax proposals. But so far, our elected representative in the Senate, Sue Serino, has refused to endorse any of these plans? Where is Serino in this crisis?

One excuse state from state Senate Republicans in their opposition is that they are against big government. They claim tax cuts for the rich will help shrink the government. That if really what Serino believes, she could support higher taxes on the super rich, and propose to use that money to cut OUR property taxes. That wouldn’t expand the government, but it would give money directly to regular people across the state, every month, without destroying our schools and other needed services.

In the 1950s the U.S. was a respected world leader with a large middle class. Many Republicans yearn to return to those days. But the 1950s was also a time when our country strongly taxed the wealthy, and as a result, gave a high standard of living to the middle class.

If Republicans really want to make America great again, they should pass fairness tax laws. It’s time to speak up for us!

Michael Zagarell is a Lake Peekskill resident.

Is Putnam County Lawmaker Being Punished Because of Party Affiliation?

I have recently learned that Putnam County Legislator Nancy Montgomery has been marginalized in her committee assignments. I have read that the usual number of committees that legislators are commonly given is two to three. She was on two and now one of those has been taken away from her, and given to Legislator Neil Sullivan. He is on three committees as it stands now. That leaves her with only one committee assignment. What is going on here? Could it be that she is being discriminated against since she is the only Democrat on the legislature? When a person has been elected from their district to represent them, that person has the right to be treated equally and fairly by their fellow legislators, regardless of party affiliations. I think it is time for the legislature to “listen” up and reset your thinking.

Helen Evers
Brewster
By Martin Wilbur

The frayed relationship between Homeland Towers and the Village of Mount Kisco continued to deteriorate last Tuesday after the applicant was removed from the Planning Board agenda for failing to properly maintain its escrow account.

Homeland Towers, which is looking to erect a 145-foot monopole to co-locate multiple cell phone carriers on a portion of the property at 180 S. Bedford Rd., had not yet responded to a nearly $50,000 bill that was sent on Feb. 5, said attorney Robert Gaudioso, representing the applicant.

Acting Planning Board Chair Michael Bonforte made the announcement that the item was being taken off the agenda. That raised Gaudioso’s ire, who suggested the village’s actions were in “bad faith” and “frankly illegal.”

“I think it’s pretty transparent what’s going on here,” Gaudioso said. “These bills from September were sent to us (last) Friday to the tune of $50,000. No bills had been sent for the prior six months. They were sent a couple days after we signed the tolling agreement and now you are telling us during a work session that our application is being suspended. I think that’s outrageous, quite frankly.”

Gaudioso responded that his office had previously filed a Freedom of Information Law (FOIL) request specifically seeking the scope of work and the contracts of any consultants on the matter. He said very little data was provided. He indicated an audit of the bills would be conducted.

Building Inspector Peter Miley said under the village code once an escrow account falls below $8,000 it is considered deficient and an application is suspended from further review until more funds are deposited. Money in an escrow account is deposited by an applicant so the hired consultants representing the municipality in the matter can get paid.

Town Attorney Whitney Singleton said there is no leeway for the Planning Board to have done anything else.

“There’s no discretion on it,” Singleton said. “The Planning Board does not have any discretion. It says they shall not continue to entertain an application until the account has been replenished to the minimum account necessary.”

Singleton refuted Gaudioso’s claim and stated that suspension of an application is what the code requires.

The spat between the two sides has been escalating in recent months after the two lawyers have argued over the wording in the contract between Homeland Towers and property owner Skull Island Partners. The Planning Board has maintained that the proposed location of the cell tower on the property can be changed because the contract that was filed with the submission of the application last summer allows for that.

However, Gaudioso said the property owner is not permitting Homeland to shift its site, which would be northeast of the solar farm that is being considered. Singleton has repeatedly asked for an updated copy of the contract but has been rebuffed.

The cell tower is being reviewed for environmental impacts in tandem with the proposed solar farm. The public hearing on the solar farm proceeded as scheduled last Tuesday evening.

Helping Those in Need

To mark 30 years of service, the Mount Kisco Interfaith Food Pantry will host a No-Show fundraising gala on Saturday, May 1. By not coming to the event, participants will help the pantry by donating the cost of their ticket to purchase much-needed groceries for northern Westchester neighbors in need. The pantry opened its doors in 1991, helping eight families with supplemental groceries. With the unwavering support of 13 sponsoring congregations, the pantry now serves 1,400 families a week. Information on the gala can be found at www.mountkiscofoodpantry.org.
Indian Point will shut down by April 2021, and federal law allows for up to 60 years for it to be dismantled and removed.

But we don’t have to wait that long.

There’s a smarter plan for Indian Point currently under review. It calls for major work to be completed in just 12-15 years.

The plan will provide hundreds of local jobs. It means opportunity for redevelopment of the land decades sooner. And it results in predictable tax revenue for local schools and governments.

Indian Point will close soon after operating for nearly 60 years. We don’t have to wait another 60 years for it to be dismantled.

Learn about the smarter plan at indianpointdecommissioning.com

The illustration above is an artist’s depiction of the Indian Point property after the completion of major decommissioning work.
Putnam Business Council Introduces New Leadership at Recent Forum

By Sydney Stoller

The Putnam County Business Council has a new leader at the helm as founding chairwoman Jennifer Maher stepped down after serving in the position since the organization was established 10 years ago.

The organization elected Michael Bucci, a Putnam County native and financial adviser, to succeed Maher. Bucci is the associate vice president of Tier 4 Planning, a financial practice of Ameriprise Financial Services.

He joined the council last January and has helped build the website and create digital branding for the group, Maher said.

While Maher will remain active within the organization, Bucci, during the council’s Jan. 28 virtual breakfast presentation and general meeting, said that he wants to encourage ongoing projects, in addition to hosting advocacy events and educational breakfasts.

“I think the community has an appetite for knowledge and a thirst for advocacy, especially when they’ve gone through such unrelenting circumstances,” Bucci said.

The council also elected a new slate of officers and board members, including John Kraus, Bill Nulk, Nick D’Andrea, Mark Ciucci, Zachary Cosentino, Caryn Cannova and Rachel Kass.

While small business owners have been largely impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic, Maher said the council has played a more important role in the community, citing membership has quadrupled since last March. She said most new members joined looking for relief from the chaos stemming from the pandemic.

Since then, the goals within the organization have been communication, education and promotion. She asserted how crucial it is for business owners to be in contact with their peers to find support, know about various guidelines that need to be followed and mobilize their community.

Maher also touted the relationship the council has with Putnam County government and County Executive MaryEllen Odell, who attended the meeting.

“We have worked together on many projects, ranging from sewers to public transportation,” Maher said. “The county has given us a seat at the table so that our stakeholders have a say. We have not always agreed with local government policy, but we have a say, and that’s super important.”

During the meeting keynote speaker and local businessman Joe Massaro shared how he got his start as an architect. Initially working in the sheet metal industry, Massaro eventually made enough money to buy Petra Island, a heart-shaped island in the middle of Lake Mahopac, in 1995. The island was empty, except for a unique looking cottage that Frank Lloyd Wright designed in 1950, he said.

Massaro said he fixed the cottage and built a main house based on plans that Wright had outlined.

He went on to describe how he become a self-made businessman, despite many personal and professional setbacks. He also penned his story to success in a new memoir “From the First Seat in the Dumb Row to Owning My Own Private Island.”

“We all need a reminder that the strength lies within us to overcome adversity and find success again and Joe’s story couldn’t be more relevant to that point,” Maher said. “Fail forward is my motto so Joe’s story resonated with me.”

Guarding Against the Cold

It can be a cold winter if you’re not properly dressed. Last Saturday, state Sen. Pete Harckham and a couple of local organizations held a Valentine’s Day Weekend coat drive at Peekskill High School. More than two tons of items, including coats, jackets, sweaters, scarves, hats, gloves and mittens, were collected for the Caring for the Hungry & Homeless of Peekskill (CHHOP) and the Peekskill Hispanic Community Corporation. The Peekskill Rotary also collected donations, raising $750 for its Peekskill Food Initiative. Pictured, from left, are James Sacci of Peekskill Rotary, Cynthia Know from CHHOP, Chapman Manzer of the Hispanic Community Corporation and Chapman Manzer of Manzer’s Landscape Design and Development and Harckham.

Meadowland GMC

MeadowlandGMC.com

1952 Route 6
Carmel, NY
845-225-8468

Presidents’ Day Sales Event!

2021 GMC Terrain SLE AWD

Lease as low as

$199 for 36 months*

Buy For* $28,750 sk#G21056, MSRP $33,865

0% Financing Available for 72 Months or

2021 GMC Acadia SLE AWD

Lease as low as

$273 for 36 months*

Buy For* $35,436 sk#G21066, MSRP $40,555

2021 GMC Canyon AT4 Crew Cab

Lease as low as

$277 for 39 months*

Buy For* $38,449 sk#G21051, MSRP $42,480

2021 GMC Sierra 1500 Crew Cab

Lease as low as

$394 for 39 months*

Buy For* $48,549 sk#G21088, MSRP $54,793

See dealer for details. All rebates included. Terrain and Sierra lease include GMC Conquest. Acadia lease includes lease loyalty. Sierra buy includes GMC conquest. Must finance with GMF. Must qualify for rebates. Leases are 10k per year with $3998 down, plus 1st payment, dmv and bank fee due at signing. Must qualify for tier 1 credit. Residuals: Terrain 7164/19862, Acadia 9828/23116, Canyon 10803/26762 and Sierra 15366/37441. Not responsible for typographical errors. Vehicle pictures for illustration purposes only. See dealer for details, restrictions apply. Tax and registration extra. Ends 2/28/21.
Researching Old Addresses Online Helps Tell Our Own Story

Just a couple of weeks ago, I wrote about discovering online an antique soda water bottle that was filled in and distributed from my grandfather’s home business in Philadelphia.

It was a very heartrending exercise for me, having never known my grandfather but now feeling a connection to him through that bottle which I claimed for my collection of historic items. It certainly means more to me than anything else I’ve purchased of an antique nature.

Not everybody feels that same kind of yearning for one’s roots as I do. I remember that my older sister always looked forward, never back. She had moved around the country a lot, married to an engineer who accepted a number of jobs in various locations.

I once asked her if she ever wanted to revisit our childhood home or any of the homes she occupied during her own family’s experience. No, she said, she had no interest in going back in time. In fact, I think she enjoyed and looked forward to the next move, the next home, the next chance to furnish and decorate.

Then again, maybe it was the opportunity for her to upgrade her properties each time she moved. I’m on the opposite end of the pole. From a young age, I longed to establish a household with roots, a true homestead that I could furnish, decorate, hone to my personality and express what I aspired to.

But perhaps I went too far.

A case in point: Because I always loved collecting things, by the time my daughter was in elementary school, I had quite an ensemble of antique furniture and wall décor. I remember that one of my daughter’s playmates visited our home and, seeing a house full of collected furnishings and antiques, asked my daughter, “Gee, are you rich?”

That question was forwarded to me by my daughter, and I laughed, saying, perhaps flippantly, “No, dear. We just live far beyond our means.”

Little did I know that the story would be echoed by my daughter’s playmates as they visited our home and, seeing a house full of collected furnishings and antiques, asked my daughter, “Gee, are you rich?”

That question was forwarded to me by my daughter, and I laughed, saying, perhaps flippantly, “No, dear. We just live far beyond our means.”

As I look at those photographs, I remember where I secured the various items we collected and recall the events that happened in those rooms. I remember entertaining in the living room at Christmas, and family gatherings in the dining room on Thanksgiving and Easter. This kind of extraordinary time travel could never have been done before the internet.

But today’s real estate market is powered by that internet, which really didn’t exist when I bought my last home, and we can go back and visit the homes of our childhood, even the homes of our parents and grandparents. It can be a very interesting study indeed.

Online I have recently visited the house where I was born in Philadelphia, the various houses we lived in as I grew up in Virginia, my college apartments and my first homes in New York. It’s fun. Especially at a time when we might want to space out from the pandemic’s woes of restrictions and isolation, it’s enjoyable to remember the more sociable times we enjoyed making our houses into homes with our family and friends.

Hopefully those times will return soon.

While both a writer and publicist, Bill Primavera is also a realtor associated with William Raveis Real Estate and founder of Primavera Public Relations, Inc., the longest running public relations agency in Westchester (www.PrimaveraPR.com), specializing in lifestyles, real estate and development. To engage the services of The Home Guru and his team to market your home for sale, call Bill directly at 914-522-2076.
The Westchester County Industrial Development Agency (IDA) and the Local Development Corporation (LDC) generated impressive economic growth for the county despite the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic.

In 2020, the IDA provided financial incentives and tax-exempt bond financing to a variety of developments representing $370 million in private investment in Westchester.

The IDA approved incentives for four residential developments that are projected to create or retain more than 550 new units of which about half will be affordable. The projects include the 133-unit Marble Hall in Tuckahoe; the 144-unit Ebony Gardens in Mount Vernon; the 106-unit Ashbury Terrace Apartments in Tarrytown; and the re-development of the former YMCA building in downtown White Plains into 177 rental apartments.

The projects in Mount Vernon, Tarrytown and Tuckahoe will maintain 384 units of affordable housing. The projects, which represent a total private investment of $171 million, are expected to create 325 construction and full-time permanent jobs.

In what is the largest county IDA transaction in recent years, the IDA board voted in November to approve financial incentives for Morgan Stanley’s major renovation of its 750,000-square-foot corporate office complex at 2000 Westchester Ave. in Harrison. The project represents an investment of at least $1.5 billion. Morgan Stanley will receive a sales tax exemption of about $80 million to $1.3 billion, depending on the final scope of the project. It is also seeking a PILOT agreement with the Town of Harrison.

Morgan Stanley’s renovation project has significant economic benefits for Westchester, specifically the retention and creation of hundreds of existing and new positions and construction jobs over the course of the project.

The past year was also noteworthy for the county’s Local Development Corporation (LDC), which provided $340 million in bond financing for two major nonprofit institutions.

The LDC, which assists Westchester nonprofit organizations in securing tax-exempt bond financing, approved a $300 million bond for Westchester County Healthcare Corporation, the public authority responsible for governing the Westchester Medical Center. The bond will be used to refinance outstanding debt of the Medical Center with $39 million to fund capital projects and new equipment at the Valhalla campus.

The LDC also approved a $40 million bond for Sarah Lawrence College and $546,000 in mortgage recording tax exemption. The proceeds will be used to refund $5 million in bonds issued to the college by the LDC in 2016; reduce the college’s reliance on a $15 million line of credit; provide $8.5 million to fund potential financial impacts from the COVID-19 pandemic and $10 million for new initiatives and existing functions at the College.

“The unprecedented challenges of the past year demonstrate the vital importance of the IDA and LDC in growing Westchester’s economy,” said County Executive George Latimer. “We are particularly pleased with the financial incentives approved by the IDA for Morgan Stanley’s major renovation of its corporate offices in Harrison. This project will provide a significant boost to the county’s economy.”

Other 2020 highlights include:
- Latimer announcing a new program whereby the IDA provides grants to small businesses and small nonprofit corporations not to exceed $10,000. The IDA also made loans through the administration of the State Disaster Emergency Loan Program to small businesses and small nonprofit corporations in an amount up to $25,000.
- The Office of Economic Development announced a one-on-one mentoring advisory services for small business owners who are struggling financially during the COVID-19 pandemic. The program matches the mentor’s area of expertise with the specific skill set that small businesses need.
- The Office of Economic Development celebrated the graduation in September of the second cohort of the Element 46 incubator, a program designed to spur the growth of entrepreneurs. The Element 46 incubator provides programming and mentoring to enable startups to develop their businesses within a network of peers.
Breakfast or Lunch, Hayfields Serves as a Community Gathering Space

By Sydney Stoller

If you’re passing through North Salem and looking for a quick and delicious breakfast or lunch, then the popular Hayfields Café & Florist is the place for you.

Located on the corner of Route 121 and Bloomer Road, Hayfields is a respite for its visitors. Its friendly atmosphere and fresh food beckons commuters to try the classic bacon, egg and cheese or the more adventurous Breakfast Scrambler, an egg sandwich with spinach, feta and sundried tomato.

The menu isn’t limited to breakfast. Hayfields also caters to the lunchtime crowd on the fly by offering sandwiches such as the Fricken Chicken (chicken cutlet, melted mozzarella, arugula and tomato aioli). If guests have time to sit down and enjoy their lunch outside on the patio in good weather, they can try short rib or buffalo chicken tacos and salads like the “Keen-Wah” (quinoa, sweet potato, cranberries, kale and Meyer lemon dressing).

In addition to their breakfast and lunch selections, pastries, coffee products and plants, the cafe also boasts products created by local artisans, including artwork, greeting cards, homemade jams, honey and pickles.

Part owner Renea Dayton said it’s important for Hayfields to support its community, and she enjoys showcasing the local artisans’ talents and passion projects.

Dayton, a Houston native, said she has always been inclined toward country living, so it was a natural progression for her when she opened Hayfields in 2015. Her husband has been a longtime North Salem resident.

When she started the business with a passion for flowers and all things green, Dayton did not expect Hayfields to become the center of community camaraderie that it is today. Not only is it a place to pick up a meal or local product, but the cafe has become a place to gather.

“We don’t have a main street in North Salem, so Hayfields kind of acts like one,” Dayton said. “There aren’t many places to go (in town) to just hang out with fast casual food, so it became the community hub.”

When Dayton and her staff realized that they had inadvertently taken the title as town gathering spot, they sprang into action. They scheduled events such as trivia nights and live music and promotions like Cars and Coffee, where one Sunday a month, drivers pay to reserve parking spots for their antique cars for a free cup of coffee.

In addition, the cafe has hosted flower arrangement workshops and an assortment of family-friendly events.

Since the start of the pandemic, Hayfields’ programming has been suspended, but the staff has plans to return with additional events when it is safe to do so.

The wide variety of programs is necessary for Dayton to achieve her goal of creating a space where everyone feels welcome.

“I didn’t want a store that only brought in one type of clientele or customer,” Dayton explained. “At the store, you’ll see anyone from landscapers in their tattered jeans, to equestrian riders, to women having lunch, to commuters, to families, to business people. Hayfields has a small town, charmy feel with good service, so we really get it all.”

Whether you are seeking a meal, flower arrangement, artisanal pickles or just a comforting small-town environment, you will find what you need at Hayfields.

Hayfields’ current hours are 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday through Thursday and 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday through Sunday. It is located at 1 Bloomer Rd. in North Salem.

For more information, call 914-669-8275 or visit www.hayfieldsmarket.com.
Delving Into Two Aspects of the Life Cycle of Wine

During the course of human history, wine has played an integral role in enhancing the social fabric of numerous cultures and civilizations. At one time wine was consumed as soon as it was fermented into juice and alcohol. As humankind evolved, so too did winemaking – and wine preservation.

Winemaking, and therefore the quality of the resulting wines, was enhanced by increasingly sophisticated techniques for fermenting grapes in a suitable processing – and sanitary – environment. Wine preservation, and therefore the ability to age wines for future consumption, was enhanced by the advancements made in storing wines to increase their ability to age in ideal conditions.

The art and science of wine preservation has been centered on two aspects of the life cycle of wine: stabilized temperature and oxidation prevention.

Many techniques have been employed over the centuries. Early winemaking, which some believe goes back as far as Neolithic times, was undertaken on an ad hoc basis: grow native grapes in open fields, induce fermentation by crushing them and then consume them (quickly) before oxygen and bacteria rendered them unpalatable and possibly dangerous. Early man quickly realized that wine was as much a social lubricant as a healthy source of liquid nourishment.

Several years ago, a team of archeologists found the remnants of a basic winery in a cave in Armenia. They determined that the winery and traces of wine unearthed were over 6,000 years old. Among their key findings were a wine press, wine cups, fragments of grapes – and clay storage vessels buried in the cave.

Through trial and error, the ancient winemakers had determined that this method of storage was optimum for the necessary temperatures, humidity and darkness for fermenting and storing grape juice. Six millennia later, in spite of significant technological advances, winemakers store and age their wine in caves, at similar temperatures as the ancients.

The ancient Romans and Greeks used these clay storage jars extensively. Ancient shipping documents refer to these vessels as amphorae. Composed of available local clay, amphorae were the preferred shipping containers for many perishable food products stored on ancient ships plying the long sea voyages between Greece and mainland Western Europe. Watertight amphorae have been discovered on ancient sunken ships near Sicily containing wine, oils and various spices, several of which were still preserved after centuries under water.

Here in the 21st century, aging wines in amphorae – and concrete – is gaining traction in the United States and Western Europe as alternatives to stainless steel and hardwoods.

The Romans perfected wine storage when they conquered and planted grapes in northeast France. They discovered that the limestone caves in the region designated as Champagne were ideal for storing wines. The extensive caves they excavated are still in use today and are considered the preferred storage method.

Fast forward to modern times. Cave and cellar storage continue to be the preferred method to maintain and age wines. Even with the advent of mechanical cooling, many winemakers – and their cost accountants – prefer natural caves for their temperature consistency and cost efficiency.

In the last century, as coal mining began waning on the East Coast of the United States, mining entrepreneurs transported their boring equipment to California wine country, digging out hillsides to form natural caves. Their scientifically validated criteria for creating the ideal cellars? The ancient natural caves of the Romans and Greeks in Eastern and Western Europe.

Another unintended influence of the ancients: at least one American and several European winemakers are experimenting with aging wine underwater. Encouraged by still-viable wines found on both ancient and modern sunken ships, these winemakers feel that the ocean offers the ideal temperature, pressure, darkness and swaying motion to age wine.

Here in the 21st century, restaurants and in-home wine cellar owners follow similar principles for ideal storage. The ideal temperatures for most wines are 50 to 60 degrees. Humidity levels should be 60 to 70 percent. Optimum level of light? Zero. Not coincidentally, these are the same natural conditions found in the ancient caves in early civilizations.

To quote the familiar refrain: everything old is new again. Nick Antonaccio is a 45-year Pleasantville resident. For over 25 years, he has conducted wine tastings and lectures. Nick is a member and program director of the Wine Media Guild of wine journalists. He also offers personalized wine tastings and wine travel services. Nick’s credo: continuous experimenting results in instinctive behavior. You can reach him at nantonaccio@theexaminernews.com or on Twitter @sharingwine.

By Nick Antonaccio

You Heard It Through the Grapevine

See dealer for details. All rebates included. Leases include conquest. Must qualify for rebates. Lease is 10k per year with $2998 down, plus 1st payment, dmv and bank fee due at signing. Must qualify for tier 1 credit. Residuals: Compass 7000/10578, Renegade 5811/18670, Cherokee 9043/19143, 4x4 Cherokee 8152/23760, and Ram 13611/30573. Not responsible for typographical errors. Vehicle pictures for illustration purposes only.

0% FINANCING AVAILABLE FOR 72 MONTHS OR
SK#LOCATE, MSRP $37,715

0% FINANCING AVAILABLE FOR 48 MONTHS OR
SK#21421, MSRP $30,330

SK#INBOUND, MSRP $33,585

SK#INBOUND, MSRP $50,955

2293 Crompond Rd
Cortlandt Manor, NY 914-739-7100
VolzAuto.com
Local United Way Program Hits 10,000 Deliveries of Food, Essential Goods

On Feb. 3, United Way of Westchester and Putnam announced that its 10,000th delivery of meals, food boxes and household supplies to vulnerable populations throughout Westchester and Putnam counties was completed through the Ride United Last-Mile Delivery initiative. The milestone delivery also one million meals brought to those in need throughout the United States.

The United Way Ride United Last-Mile home delivery program launched locally in July in response to the COVID-19 crisis to deliver food and essential goods to vulnerable populations in communities across the nation. United Way’s partnership with DoorDash and generous funding from donors including The Rockefeller Foundation and Safeway Stores’ Nourishing Neighbors program enabled delivery services of food boxes from local food banks, pantries and other distribution points to older adults, low-income families and those who can’t leave home, providing meals to those in need.

“The last mile represents the final hurdle in getting food to people who must remain at home due to COVID-19 and who experience food insecurity,” said Tom Gabriel, CEO of United Way of Westchester and Putnam. “United Ways and the 211-network have convened local agencies, food banks and grocery partners to identify available food for people who can’t travel and arrange for deliveries by DoorDash dashers. Solving problems sustainably takes partnership, and by working together we can make sure every person gets the support they need in this difficult time.”

The most common client profiles are female, senior citizens and those living alone; high-risk, immunocompromised, populations that are vulnerable to contracting COVID-19 and must quarantine, yet who are food insecure and need access to charitable food; and people who have lost jobs or wages, are without transportation or child care and who need charitable food.

United Way of Westchester and Putnam partners with Feeding Westchester, the Boys & Girls Club of Mount Vernon, the Elmsford School District and the Ossining School District to provide the Westchester Backpack Program. The program delivers supplemental fresh produce and packaged food to hundreds of low-income families with school-aged children weekly that live within a 10-mile delivery radius of Alexander Hamilton High School in Elmsford or the Boys & Girls Club of Mount Vernon, or are signed up directly through the Ossining School District.

“United Way has been a great partner to work with on addressing hunger,” Feeding Westchester Programs Services Associate Chris McGregor said. “Together, we’ve provided a wide variety of fresh produce and packaged food to more than 500 households in Westchester regularly. We’re looking forward to continuing the program and seeing how it can grow.”

United Way of Westchester and Putnam has delivered 10,000 meals to the food insecure and the homebound during the past seven months through a new initiative.

United Way delivers parcels from its food pantry partners, such as the Interfaith Emergency Food Pantry of Pleasantville in Thornwood and the YWCA in Yonkers. They also delivered holiday meals donated by Falafel Taco in Pleasantville to clients of Open Door Medical Center. In Mahopac, United Way has teamed up with the Mahopac School District to deliver its meals from the school lunch program to students who are learning remotely. The program has grown from 80 to 180 meals a day since the delivery option began.

In addition to food, United Way used its Ride United program to deliver toys from Toys for Tots to hundreds of children in Putnam County, Peekskill and Ossining.

For agencies interested in partnering with United Way’s Ride United Program, visit uwwp.org/doordash. For those interested in participating in the Westchester Backpack Food Program, visit uwwp.org/food.

Those who need help finding available local resources, including food, can call 211 for more information.

HELP WANTED
MARKETING SPECIALIST
(White Plains, NY)
Generate mrkt data using qualitative & quantitative data mining; facilitate systems sales process; forecast & analyze mrkt trends; research & recommend mktr techniques & actions; manage customer retention projects. REQ: Bachelor’s in Mktg, Communications or rtd + 6 mths exp in Mktg or as Acct. Mgr. May req. travel to unanticipated job sites. Mail CV to Benjamin Buchsbaum, Richard Allen, Inc., 1 Barker Ave, Fl 2, White Plains, NY 10601.

“HEALING IS COMING”

Nurse Sandra Lindsay, a Northwell frontliner, was the very first to get the COVID-19 vaccine in the U.S., and her words of hope have echoed across the country. Now as the vaccine becomes available to your family, friends and neighbors, you can raise your sights to the future—and raise an arm for our best shot against COVID-19.

Get the vaccine facts at Northwell.edu/OurBestShot
If You Love Vibrant Indian Flavors, Curry on Purdy is for You

The exotic sounds, sights, scents and flavors of regional Indian cuisine are coming alive at Curry on Purdy in Harrison.

Proprietor and amiable host Daniel and his friendly professional staff are wonderful culinary tour guides. Put yourself in their hands and let your palate enjoy the ride. Westchester’s newest Indian restaurant opened in the former vintage Risoli’s Tavern space on Purdy Street last August. Despite the obstacle of the COVID-19 pandemic, the restaurant has been striving to gain a foothold in the area.

The dining room and bar and lounge are divided. The vintage Risoli bar and cabinetry date back to the 1940s. The restaurant has a retro atmosphere that has been enhanced with Indian artifacts and prints. There is a room for private events in the rear.

Curry on Purdy’s menu is extensive and offers dishes from all over the Indian countryside. Good starters are traditional mulligatwany soup with lentil; crispy samosas stuffed with potatoes, onions, peas and spices; tandoori chicken wings; mango shrimp; and crispy pakora fritters.

A large selection of curry and vegetarian dishes include Purdy special goat curry; aloo gobi, potatoes and cauliflower; mushroom mutter masala in a creamy, spiced tomato sauce; saag with choice of vegetable, meat, fish or shrimp in a creamy spinach sauce; a spicy vindaloo plate; flavorful rogan josh with long grain basmati rice, and chicken, lamb or special goat biryani.

The fresh Indian breads are a must to help lap up those delicious gravies. Nan, onion kulcha and garlic nan are favorites.

For dessert, try the Purdy special kheer (rice cooked with milk, raisins and served cold with a sprinkle of pistachio), Bengali rasmalai (soft paneer balls immersed in chilled creamy milk), hot gulab jamun (milk solids rolled with flour and deep-fried in rich ghee) or gajar halwa prepared with shredded carrots.

A traditional multicourse Indian buffet will be served once COVID-19 protocols are relaxed.

Curry on Purdy is located at 7 Purdy St. in Harrison, down the street from the Metro-North station. Open seven days a week for lunch and dinner. Full takeout is available. Credit cards accepted. A private party room is available. Casual dress. Free street parking. Reservations suggested for larger groups. Info: 914-600-8500 or visit www.curryonpurdy.com.

The Bus at Salinger’s David DiBari is one dynamic chef. He seems to be all over the map. DiBari is the proprietor of The Cookery and The Parlor, two highly popular restaurants in Dobbs Ferry, and the traveling DoughNation pizza truck making its rounds to farmers markets and events across Westchester.

For his latest venture, late last year he converted an old school bus into a food truck and set it down at Salinger’s Orchard in Brewster. It is a joint venture between DiBari and orchard owner Tim Salinger. There is an eclectic menu. As the seasons roll on, there will be creative overstuffed sandwiches, his well-known decadent pizzas, whole animal roasts, outdoor wood-fired cooking and more.

Currently, The Bus operates Fridays through Sundays. Check ahead for hours and details. Salinger’s Orchard is located at 230 Guinea Rd. in Brewster. Open daily from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Info: 845-277-3521 or visit www.salingerorchard.net.

Winter Farmers Markets

So, you’ve had enough of winter and you’re miss visiting your favorite farmers market. Well, there is good news for intrepid farmers market lovers. Some of the most popular markets have been operating all season. While you may not get all the in-season harvests, it still is a good place to pick up a variety of artisanal goods such as meats, fish, cheese, jams and bread.

Here are some local markets and happy grazing.

Pleasantville Farmers Market, Memorial Plaza, Pleasantville. Saturdays, 9 to 11:30 a.m. Info (including pre-ordering online from Tuesday at 7 p.m. through Thursday at 7 p.m.): www.pleasantvillefarmersmarket.org.

Mamaroneck Winter Farmers Market, Harbor Island Park Pavilion, 1 Harbor Island Park, Mamaroneck. Saturdays, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Info: www.downetoearthmarkets.com.

Ossining Winter Down to Earth Farmers Market, corner of Main and Spring streets, Ossining. Year-round on Saturdays, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Info: www.downetoearthmarkets.com.

Irvington Winter Farmers Market, Main Street School parking lot 101 Main St., Irvington. Second and fourth Sundays of the month through May, 9:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. Info: www.irvmkt.org.

Hastings-on-Hudson Winter Farmers Market, Zinsser commuter lot, 131 Southside Ave., Hastings-on-Hudson. First and third Saturdays of the month, 9:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. Info: www.hastingsfarmersmarket.org.

Cold Spring Farmers Market, Boscobel House and Gardens, 1601 Route 9D, Garrison, Saturdays, 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Info: www.csfarmmarket.org.

Hudson Valley Regional Farmers Market, 15 Mount Ebo Rd. South, Brewster. Every Sunday year-round (weather permitting), 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. www.hudsonvalleyfarmersmarket.org.

For a general overview of more markets, visit www.nyfarmersmarket.com/winter or www.downetoearthmarkets.com.

Happy winter foraging!”

Morris Gut is a restaurant marketing consultant and former restaurant trade magazine editor. He has been tracking and writing about the food and dining scene in greater Westchester for 30 years. He may be reached at 914-235-6591 or at gutreactions@optonline.net.

By Morris Gut

Westchester’s newest Indian restaurant, Curry on Purdy.
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Antiques & Art/Collectibles

Most Cash Paid for paintings, antiques, furniture, silver, sculpture, jewelry, books, cameras, records, instruments, coins, watches, gold, comics, sports cards, etc. Please call Aaron at 914-235-0302

Auto Donations

Drive Out Breast Cancer: Donate a car today! The benefits of donating your car or boat: Fast free pickup - 24hr response. Tax deduction - Easy to do! Call 24/7: 855-905-4755

Buying/Selling

Buying diamonds, gold, silver, all fine jewelry and watches, coins, paintings, better furs, complete estates. We simply pay more! Call Barry 914-260-8783 or e-mail Americabuying@aol.com

**Comic Books Wanted!** Top Prices Paid*** 30 years experience. Reliable and honest! Call or Text: 917-699-2396, or e-mail smileLP@aol.com. Thanks.

Gold/Silver Wanted

Highest Prices Paid - Visit Westchester’s Top Buyer for Gold, Silver, Diamonds, Coins & Currency. Watches, Jewelry. Licensed, Professional. No Appointment Necessary. Tuesdays-Saturdays 10am-6pm, Mt. Kisco Gold & Silver, 139E Main Street. 914-244-9500

Education/Career Training

Computer & IT Training Program! Train online to get the skills to become a Computer & Help Desk Professional now! Now offering a $10,000 scholarship for qualified applicants. Call CTI for details! (844) 947-0192 (M-F 8am-6pm ET)

Train at Home to Do Medical Billing! Become a Medical Office Professional online at CTI! Get Trained, Certified & ready to work in months! Call 855-543-6440. (M-F 8am-6pm ET)

Health

Hearing Aids!! Buy one/get one FREE! High-quality rechargeable Nano hearing aids priced 99% less than competitors. Nearly invisible! 45-day money back guarantee! 833-448-0751.

Viagra & Cialis! 60 pills for $99. 100 pills for $150. FREE shipping. Money back guaranteed! 1-855-579-8907

Help Wanted

Hotel Cleaning - White Plains: T&L Cleaning is looking for housekeeping staff for a hotel in the White Plains area. Room attendants and laundry attendants needed. Apply on-line at tcleaningservices.com or apply by phone: 800-610-1470

$18.50 NYC, $16 L.I., & up to $13.50 Upstate NY! If you need care from your relative, friend or neighbor and you have Medicaid, they may be eligible to start taking care of you as a personal assistant under NYS Medicaid CDPA Program. No Certificates needed. Phone 347-713-3553

Home Improvement

The Generac PWRcell, a solar plus battery storage system. Save money, reduce your reliance on the grid, prepare for power outages and power your home. Full installation services available. $0 Down Financing Option. Request a FREE, no obligation, quote today. Call 1-888-871-0194

Internet and TV

Get DIRECTV! Only $35/month! 155 Channels & 1000s of Shows/Movies On Demand (w/SELECT All Included Package.) PLUS Stream on Up to FIVE Screens Simultaneously at No Additional Cost. Call DIRECTV 1-888-534-6918


Dental Insurance

Physicians Mutual Insurance Company

A less expensive way to help get the dental care you deserve!

Call Now! 1-855-225-1434

Get help paying dental bills and keep more money in your pocket.

This is real dental insurance — NOT just a discount plan.

You can get coverage before your next checkup.

Don’t wait! Call now and we’ll rush you a FREE Information Kit with all the details.

To Place a Classified Ad Call 914-864-0878 or e-mail classifieds@theexaminernews.com

Dentists, Doctors, Sitters, Nannies, Babysitters, Pet Care, Pet Sitters, House Cleaners, Home Cleaners, Babysitters, Nannies, House Cleaners, Lawn Care, Gardening, Landscaping, Window Cleaning, Electricians, Plumbers, Roofers, Heating & Air Conditioning

*The Generac PWRcell is always here for me.*

Life Alert

Batteries Never Need Charging.

For a FREE brochure call: 1-800-404-9776

Dish TV


Geeks On Site

Get your computer fixed in the comfort of your home.

Remote Support for:

- Adware/spyware
- Speed up computer
- Install software
- Email issues
- Pop-ups
- Printer & scanner support

Call Us Now at 844-245-3414

Give Something That Means Something

American Red Cross

*Something®*

Insurance Policy P150NY                MB17-NM003Ec
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I’ve been MIA since the holiday season, taking the long view of 2021 and trying to figure out what “Detours” will look like.

While we are still in the throes of the pandemic, I’m living my life and experiencing as much as possible but with parameters. I know this isn’t for everyone or even an option for many. Working in the field of public health, I am all too aware of the risks of letting your guard down and the adverse effect on mental health when we are too isolated. I think I’ve been on all ends of the spectrum.

I’ve driven 70 miles to visit a close friend (regularly) and sit in her enclosed porch with the windows open in a snowstorm. During the holiday season we visited the train show at the New York Botanical Garden, the train show at Lasdon Park & Arboretum in Somers, visited the stunning lights of Untermeyer Park & Gardens in Yonkers and enjoyed the subtle, delicate lighting at Boscobel House & Gardens. We are careful and follow COVID-19 protocols.

There does appear to be plenty to do if you dig deep and get creative locally, which is what I am doing into the near future. So you dig deep and get creative locally, which is what I am doing into the near future. So far, so good. I am excited to share some of my most recent detours.

Usually, I have a theme, and I like that to keep my plans and thoughts organized. But, right now, that poses more of a challenge, so I am just going with what is fun, accessible and possible.

**Ski Butternut**

We are a family of skiers and have skied at most of the areas within the New York-southern New England region. One Sunday we decided to go back in time, so to speak, to a favorite spot of ours from college, Ski Butternut.

We called six places to get one of my kids into a half-day package and Butternut was the first to call back and made the process as simple as possible. Everything is done in advance – yes, on the phone! – and we could even order and pre-pay our lift tickets.

The ride up the Taconic State Parkway never disappoints and is a quick one. Upon arrival, Ski Butternut is organized, distanced, has clear signage and efficient. The lodges were clean and follow all COVID-19 protocols. Even with a 45-minute time frame for seating, it never got too crowded, nor did we have to leave. The trails were excellent, there were reasonable lift lines (which is key since you can’t be paired with another “single” during the pandemic) and the vibe was friendly and low-key.


**Fishkill Farms**

I apologize in advance if I write about Fishkill Farms too often. I cannot help it because there is so much to do and experience there.

Just when I think we have done everything they offer – yoga at the farm, berry and apple picking, the corn maze (their first last year was a game-changer), farm store, live music and food trucks – there is more.

We visited the Treasury Cider Garden for a few cider flights and a charcuterie board. (Treasury Cider is Fishkill Farms’ award-winning traditionally-crafted cider.) Not only is the seating overlooking the farm and the orchard, which is beautiful in the snow, but what is especially cool is that kids can sled or tube (bring your own) up and down the hills for free.

The Farm Store is open with a wide array of gifts, local Hudson Valley provisions and their own fresh-baked goods and treats. There is a hot chocolate bar and everyone is so friendly and warm. The indoor seating is well-managed, distanced and meets all COVID-19 standards. There is also plenty of outdoor seating for the courageous.

Reservations for the Cider Garden are encouraged. Last call is at 4:45 p.m. as they close at 5 p.m.

Seven Golden Globe, SAG Award Nominees Filmed in Westchester

Awards season officially kicked off last week with the announcement of nominees for both Golden Globe and Screen Actors Guild (SAG) awards.

Once again, Westchester was well-represented, seeing seven award nominations in top categories going to productions that were filmed right here in the county.

“These nominations highlight our diverse locations and film-friendly climate,” said County Executive George Latimer. “The recognition signals the quality of production that’s taking place in Westchester, and represents just a small slice of the success we have had with the film and television industry. Going forward, we’re eager to work with location scouts and managers, producers, directors and designers to help plan successful and safe productions.”

Among the celebrated shows is the HBO Max comedy, “The Flight Attendant,” which features actress Kaley Cuoco as the flight attendant whose life unravels after she wakes up in a hotel room next to a dead man but with no memory of what happened.

Cuoco and the ensemble cast received Golden Globe and SAG nominations for acting. The show was also nominated in the Golden Globe category, Best Series, Musical or Comedy. Several scenes were filmed in Westchester, including the Motel 6 in Elmsford, the Galleria in White Plains, and at a private residence on Buchout Road in West Harrison.

This year’s nominees also include the Amazon drama, “Hunters,” starring Al Pacino, which follows a band of Nazi hunters in New York City in 1977. Pacino earned a Golden Globe nomination for best actor in a TV drama for his starring role in the show. The production filmed at Untermeyer Gardens in Yonkers and in the Village of Ossining, which stood in for Paraguay for the opening scene in the fifth episode.

Ramy Youssef, who stars in the self-titled Hulu comedy, “Ramy,” earned best acting nods from both the Hollywood Foreign Press (Golden Globes) and the Screen Actors Guild-American Federation of Television and Radio Artists (SAG-AFTRA). Now in its second season, the show most recently filmed at the Westchester County Correctional Facility.

“Westchester County is attractive to the industry because of our diversity of locations, which offer ample space to spread out and socially distance on set,” said Westchester County Tourism and Film Director Natasha Caputo. “We can stand in for any backdrop required, from small-town scenes and rural landscapes to urban and industrial settings, historic mansions, hospitable hotels, and film-friendly airport and correctional facility.”

Latimer said it’s not only a joy to see Westchester sites featured in award-winning productions, but the activity brings economic benefits. The nominations represent a small portion of the success the county has had with the film and television industry, which generated a $45 million economic impact in 2019.

“Film is an important economic driver in Westchester and it will be important to our recovery in 2021,” Latimer said.

Notably, several nominees with ties to Westchester received Golden Globe and SAG nominations, including Scarsdale native Aaron Sorkin, who received nods for his motion picture, “Trial of the Chicago 7,” and Jason Bateman, born in Rye, who was nominated for best actor in a television series drama, for his work in “Ozark.”

The 78th annual Golden Globe Awards will air live on Feb. 28 starting at 8 p.m. on NBC. This year’s SAG Awards will air live on Sunday, April 4 at 9 p.m. on TNT and TBS.

Above, Ramy Youssef, who stars in the Hulu comedy “Ramy,” and left, the HBO Max comedy “The Flight Attendant” featuring Kaley Cuoco, are two of the seven award-nominated films or programs that were at least partially shot in Westchester County.

I Spy. To celebrate George Washington’s birthday this month, the quiz words come from the book “Washington’s Spies” by Alexander Rose. Rose’s narrative tells the story of the Culper spy ring, active in and around the tri-state area, that helped America win the Revolutionary War. Perhaps you will spy a few words to add to your vocabulary.

1. provocateur (n.)
   A) an agitator
   B) an unrefined person
   C) divine guidance

2. miscreant (n.)
   A) a wrong direction
   B) one who behaves badly
   C) a mishap

3. inexorable (adj.)
   A) nonexistent
   B) relentless
   C) inaccurate

4. imbibe (v.)
   A) to assimilate
   B) overlap
   C) form a mental image

5. prerogative (n.)
   A) a necessary element
   B) an earlier work
   C) a special right

6. succor (v.)
   A) to draw out
   B) go to the aid of
   C) turn out well

7. milieu (n.)
   A) to punish with a fine
   B) a body of citizens
   C) social setting

8. amerce (v.)
   A) to punish with a fine
   B) become involved
   C) reform oneself

ANSWERS:
1. C) divine guidance
2. B) one who behaves badly
3. B) relentless
4. C) form a mental image
5. B) an earlier work
6. B) go to the aid of
7. B) a body of citizens
8. A) to punish with a fine
Ice time is always tough to come by for Section 1 hockey teams, which have to scramble for any available rink access they can find during a normal year. Throw in a pandemic, a high-risk label and an assortment of political obstacles and you have the makings for a chaotic, abbreviated 2021 hockey season. While it’s been tough on everybody associated with Section 1 ice hockey to have been labeled high-risk, superintendents, athletic directors and coaches have jumped through hoops to ensure live action beginning Feb. 16 with the regular season to conclude on March 9. Players and coaches are excited for the opportunity, which is expected to conclude with culminating regional events soon thereafter.

“I had faith that we would play this season back in early January, but I just didn’t think it would take this long to get going,” said Coach Joseph Lopane of the combined Brewster/Yorktown/Somers/North Salem squad. “I am beyond happy, especially for our seniors, that we are finally having a season for them. It really would have broken the coaching staff’s heart if we were cancelled, but we do understand that putting safety first, along with everyone’s health, is the most important factor. I wish the coaches and teams around the league the best of luck this season.”

Those leagues will also have a regionalized flavor this season as districts will attempt to keep players and coaches safe by keeping them closer to home while also cancelling state and sectional tournaments in lieu of regionals: Putnam-Northern Westchester; Southern Westchester; Rockland. Whatever system is approved by the Section 1 Athletic Council and Executive Committee is totally chill with the players, so long as they take the ice in “healthy” competition.

continued on next page

Carmel junior F Brendan Murphy (L), a freakish scorer, Brewster G Matthew Gergley and the rest of Section 1’s hockey players feel like a million pucks (pun intended!) after health department officials and school administrators gave ice hockey the green light for an abbreviated five-week season amidst COVID-19 concerns.
"We are definitely excited to get back out on the ice to start playing games next week," Mahopac junior captain Matt Luczkowski said. "After a long time waiting, I think the whole team can agree that we are happy we are getting the chance to finally play and that has shown this week in practice. I loved being back around such a hard working group of kids, and I can’t wait to be one of the leaders of the team and help everyone get better as a player and a person."

**MAHOPAC** Coach Donaghy’s Indians had a rare down year last season, one they expect to bounce back from with several experienced returnees, including captains Ryan Caraher, Matt Luczkowski and Nick Biagini, who can all carry and score effectively.

**CARMEL** will come strong up front with a pair of talented scoring threats in junior forwards Luke Golisano and Brendan Murphy, plus a back line bolstered by senior Graham Ludwig. With high-scoring forward Steven Mount having graduated, the Rams will look to build upon a superb regular season that ended in quarterfinal disappointment against Rivertown after a 7-6 opening round win over a perennially strong **WHITE PLAINS** club.

**OSSINING** sophomores Anthony Cappello and Jacob Miller are legit scoring threats for a Rivertown club that humbled Carmel in last year’s quarterfinals. **FOX LANE** has been steady throughout the years and look to build upon a solid season behind the Della Penna bros. and a defensive leader, fittingly, named Leader. The **CORTLANDT** Rebels have some high hopes after winning the league title last year, but league

continued on next page
Ice Hockey Preview

CARMEL

2019-20 record and playoff result: 14-7-2 (most wins school history), beat White Plains in opening round, lost to Rivertown in quarters
Coach: Michael Chiacchia, 7th season
Key departures: Joe Scognamiglio, Jack VanDyke, Jack Murphy, Charlie Schiao; 3 over 90 points
Key returners: Nick Miele, 4th season; Jack VanDyke, 3rd season; Charlie Schiao, 3rd season; Matt Halm, soph., F; Mike Horan, soph.; John Bosio, sr., D; Sam Gehrke, so., D; Jordan Kowalski, jr., D; Curtis Kowalski, jr., D
Team strengths: We have above average offensive depth, goaltending, and top level scoring this season.
Coach’s comments: We are very excited to have been approved to have any sort of season. The players have worked extremely hard and are committed to making this season the best it can be. Our program has been trending in the right direction for several years now. We continue to have high expectations and strive for excellence. With only three seniors this season, we are hoping to build off of last year’s success and make a run at a title this year and beyond. Twitter: @carmel_hockey

CORTLAND (Lakeland/Panas/Hen Hud/Putnam Valley/Haldane)

2019-20 record and playoff result: League 3 champs (4-0-1), 11-8-2 overall, lost first round sectionals
Coach: Bart Mucci, 21st year
Key departures: P.J. Kowal, Nick Perez 2 caps. from last season
Key returners: Sr., F All-League captain Jack Tuite; Sr., F All-League captain Joe Jimenez; Andrew Duzbak Jr. fwd.; D Colin Cody; D Fox Perelson; junior G Aaron Hathaway
Key newcomers: Nick Miele, so., G
By the numbers: Jimenez (26 G); Duzbak, Tuite (25 A), all 3 over 40 points
Team goals: Repeat as league champs. Team strengths: We can score with anyone and have 2 strong goalies and now our D is 10th and 11th graders this season instead of 9th and 10th last year even in this

BREWSTER/YORKTOWN/SOMERS/ NORTH SALEM (BYSNS)

2019-20 record and playoff result: 9-13; lost in the first round of sectionals to Clarkstown, 5-3.
Coach: Joseph Lopane (3rd season in this organization)
Key Departures: Frank Vigilenti from Brewster, Steven Fernandez from North Salem
Key Returners: Connor Brooks, Brewster, sr.; D; Matthew Gerley, Brewster, sr.; G; Ashley Goodlife, Brewster, sr.; F; Tim Froessel, Brewster, sr.; F; Jesse Frey, Brewster, sr.; F; Ian Woloshyn, North Salem, sr.; F; Brett Suchaneck, Somers, sr.; D; Carson Bruno, Somers, sr.; D; Ryan Cinderich, North Salem, sr.; F
Key Newcomers: TBD
Team Goals: We would like to see more quality shots taken this season, become an aggressive offensive team by putting lots of

Carmel junior F Luke Golisano had an explosive sophomore campaign he hopes to build upon in 2021.

By the numbers: Jonny Martirano, so., F; Nick Stiller, so., D; Tommy Poniros, so., F; AJ Pfeifer, so., D; Matt Dulyk, fresh., F; Mike Sciarabba, fresh., F
By the numbers: Caraher, Biagini two leading returning scorers
Team goals: The opportunity to play games this season, which a few weeks ago seemed impossible.
Team strengths: Great group of guys that will not be outworked and have a desire to improve.
Coach’s comments: This year has been so tough dealing with trying to get a season together in just a couple of weeks but that moment the team touched the ice together made it all worth it. Everyone coaches and players are enjoying the chance to be together as a team.
Twitter: @brentownSNSpuck

continued on previous page

Somers’ Carson Bruno of the BYSNS club should deliver a solid 2021 season.

Ray Gallagher/Andy Jacobs/Rob DiAntonio Photos
weird year their development will be a big part of our success.

Coach’s comments: My expectations are high with this group. The new league alignment will be a challenge. Greeley, Jay and Carmel are all excellent, well-coached teams. I think the kids are excited to be back together playing and are doing what we need to to stay safe. More than anything I’m happy we are having a season kids deserve it.

FOX LANE

2019-20 record and playoff result: 10-10, lost in the first round of the playoffs to Rivertown.

Very short bench in a very tight game.

Coach: Dan Mulvey (second season as head coach, third with team).

Key Departures: Adam Maiorano, Michael Gallary, Max Rauch, Steve Mains.

Key Returners: Charlie Della Penna, sr., D; Dan Leader, sr., D; Jake Wollman, sr., F; Henry Wallace, sr., F; Mikey Toole, so., F; Henry Della Penna, fr., F

Key Newcomers: Sheldon Rothfleisch, fr., D

By the Numbers:
Charlie Della Penna is our most productive and consistent returning player from last season. Charlie finished his 2019-2020 campaign with 14 goals and 10 assists. He had a point in all but two games that he played in. He missed the last two games including the playoff game due to injury. He is a very underrated hockey player.

Team Goals: Given all that people are dealing with, we just want to have fun and enjoy hockey.

Of course we’d like to win games, but that is secondary. We want our players to enjoy every last minute of this season, especially our seniors.

Team Strengths: We have some very talented players. It seems like our main strength is our blue-liners. They’re tough defensively and they can create offensively. We also have a bunch of guys that are willing to do the dirty work and scrap for points.

Coach’s Comments: I’m psyched to be back behind the bench with Tom McGinn (our other coach). It’s been such a rollercoaster ride trying and hoping to get back on the ice. I hope our kids have a great season, despite the fact that it will look and feel very differently. I hope they are willing to make the best of the situation, and I hope we’re able to assist them in doing so. I certainly wish this could be a “normal” season, but it’s certainly better than no season at all. Mostly, I hope everyone engaging in athletics of any kind stays safe and healthy. I hope everyone is able to finish their season as it is currently laid out. I wish everyone the best of luck.

Twitter: @FoxLaneHockey

HORACE GREELEY

2019-20 record and playoff result: 13-9, beat Pearl River 5-0 in quarterfinals, lost to John Jay- Cross River 4-1 in the semis.

Coach: Dan Perito (fourth season)

Key Departures: Jake Potter, Tony Girardi, Matt Maitland, Evan Scott

Key Returners: Dylan Mutkoski, sr., D; Arye Wolberg, sr., G; Gabe Adams, jr., F; Ben Cohen, jr., F

Key Newcomers: eight freshmen

By the Numbers: Leader in assists Mutkoski; leader in goals Cohen; leader in points Adams

Team Goals: Win the league.

Team Strengths: The majority of our top scorers return and will be leaned on heavily throughout the abbreviated year. We also have a great group of experienced seniors who will help guide this team.

Coach’s Comments: We are very excited to finally be back on the ice playing and competing in the game we love. Twenty games, 10 games, six games, it doesn’t matter. All we wanted was a chance to play and luckily we have been given that opportunity.

Twitter: @GreeleyHockey

WHITE PLAINS

2019-20 record and playoff result: 
White Plains junior Teddy Hauser is a key defenseman for the 2021 Tigers.

9-12, lost to Carmel 7-6 (OT) in first round of playoffs
Coach: Howie Rubenstein (24th season)
Key Departures: Devin Garnett, Jason Manorqui, Marcello Cappello
Key Returners: John Myers, sr., F; Dan Cardozo, jr., F; Teddy Hauser, jr., D; Jason Monte, jr., D; Jason Katz, sr., F; Jack Chetti, sr., F

Key Newcomers: TBD
By the Numbers: John Myers (62 points), Dan Cardozo (31 goals), John Myers (34 assists)

Team Goals: Compete, work hard, have fun. Team Strengths: We return a lot of players with experience. We have good leadership, hard workers and commitment to the team.

Coach’s Comments: With COVID, just being able to play games and let the players, especially the seniors, have some sort of season is really what this is about.
Twitter: @dubset_puck

White Plains should have plenty of scoring punch behind the dynamic duo of John Myers and Daniel Cardozo.

Coach: Matthew Hogan (8 years head coach, 19 with program)
Key Departures: top three forwards Stephen Stackhouse, Aidan McDonough, Luca Fanelli, who had played four years of varsity and each collected All-League honors.
Key Returners: Chris Spano, sr., G, four-year varsity starter, individual honors as league all-star (first team); A.J. Falciglia, sr., F, among the team’s leading scorers the past two years; we return three defensemen who have been varsity starters since sophomore

STEPINAC

2019-20 record and playoff result: 18-5, last year we finished third in the league (CHSAA-A division) and lost in the quarterfinals.
Coach: Matthew Hogan (8 years head coach, 19 with program).

Fox Lane D Daniel Leader is a steady defensive force for 2021 Foxes.

Greeley F Gabe Adams should provide ample scoring punch for Quakers in 2021.
Key Newcomers: Christopher Stackhouse, so., F; Andrew Girolamo, so., F

By the Numbers: A.J. Faliciglia at forward leads in goals amongst active players, assists and overall points go to sophomore Christopher Stackhouse.

Team Goals: With the season being what it is, freelance schedule and no playoff competition, the seniors have made it their goal to play a challenging schedule of teams in the league, and higher, to demonstrate that the program would have been a highlight contender this season under regular circumstances and that they are leaving the team in great hands for the future. We will be graduating nine senior skaters and two senior goalies which will undoubtedly impact our program in the short term, but with promising underclass players and the prospect of talented new players with a bunch of opportunities to step into key minutes next season, it won’t be long until Stepinac is back to our normal high standards of competition.

Team Strengths: As with all Stepinac sports programs, we are a family. Stepinac is a team of individually talented, yet unselfish players who play for their brothers in uniform.

Coach’s Comments: My heart breaks for all student-athletes in all schools throughout the CHSAA and New York, but it is especially heavy for the senior class that we have this year. Eleven players, most of which have played varsity for all four years, helping to build the program to a championship contender and they will not get a chance to put another banner in our gym. But I know and they know, that the program will be better because they contributed and set such a great example.

Twitter: @StepinacHockey

BYRAM HILLS

2019-20 playoff result: did not qualify for playoffs
Coach: A.J. Cloherty (ninth season)
Key Departures: Sarina Oliveira
Key Returners: Lucca Conigliaro - 12/F; Daniel Fontana - 12/D; Joe Cipriano 12/D; Ben Sfarra 12/G

Team goals: Play as many games as possible, develop our youth, and have fun as a family.

Team strengths: Speed & Youth

Coach’s comments: It is a privilege to be able to play varsity ice hockey this year. We consider ourselves lucky and will cherish every opportunity we are able to gather as a family both on and off the ice. Our young players have some great seniors to look up to. Let’s all go out and enjoy ourselves as best we can.

Twitter: @ByramHockey

MOUNT PLEASANT

2019-20 record and playoff result: 7-12-2, lost to Mamroneck in opening round
Coach: Greg Antash (first season)
Key Departures: Mike Donoghue, Daniel Leddy, Ben Bottiglieri
Key Returners: Robert Criscuolo, Pleasantville, sr., D; Noah Whitney, Pleasantville, jr., F; Nick Delia, Valhalla, so., F

Twitter: @Mtp_IceCats

Byram Hills senior D Daniel Fontana will fortify the Bobcats’ blue line in 2021.

Byram Hills senior F Lucca Conigliaro is among the top Bobcat scorers in 2021.

Yorktown junior F Sava Makarenko will provide ample spark for the BYNSN Herd in 2021.